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Whle 'achitecture' is a luxury discipine, its 
contributions ae indispensable to society. It is 
understandable however that many of the 
important and necessary facilities which directty 
and indirectly affect the quality of our lives are 
architecturally neglected. Many of them would 
be less profitable by paying for an architecturally 
designed building; others are built with tax payer 
's money; others simply do not see the value in 
architecture. While those buildings do not 
necessarily communicate having less value, this 
exploration asks, in part, if an industry may 
become 'improved' or more "valuable" with 
architectural backing. Pop-culture indicates 
popularity not quafrty; however, attention given 
to a facility typically neglected by architecture, 
may benefit that industry through commercial 
exposure to the masses. Why then, if architec
ture is so important as a part of our culture, is the 
architectural world so seemingly cliche? High
profile architects with huge budgets for enor
mous projects are a small part of the architec
tural world yet the high-profile image represents 
architecture almost in entirety. What then is the 
real value of architecture? What meaningful 
purpose does it serve? While this minority of 
architects leads publicly, are we really improving 
and progressing the discipline, the quality and 
utility of space, and improving the lives of 
people? Architecture is a poitic-socio-eco
nomc tool and a material synthesis of culture 
but, where now is the meaningful achitecture? 

George Bastie wrote about the museum and 
slaughterhouse and their polarized positions as 
the celebrated synthesis of culture and an ugly 
and necessary part of our survivall. How much 
has the social neglect of fealties (like the 
slaughterhouse discussed in his paper) confnb
uted to the industry's increasing risks and failures? 

Employee tum-over. maiming and death, inabil
ity to easily control or track animal origins and 
shipping information, increased spread of 
disease and precarious economic repercussions 
are the result of a lack of public interest and 
attention in the meat-industry. These facilities are 
increasingly deregulated in order to supply the 
demands for meat which they and fast-food 
industries have created. The pubfic 's lack of 
interest in these industries, the products they 
produce and their meansfor producing them 
has contributed to their own obesity, physical 
failings and decrease in their quality of life. 
Architecture's lack of attention to diverse indus-~ 
tries p.e. prisons, homeless shelters, emergency < 
housing, landfifts, etc.} is iresponsible when it is u.. 
our responsibllty to explore reN potentials in LU 
improving aR of our buit envi'onments. We have n::: 
enough museums! a... 

Eating healthy (or vegetaian) in this country is == 
absurdly expensive, especially if you want 
produce that looks like it does in the magazine ~ 
ads and tastes just as good. That food usually LU 

comes from some where outside of the U.S. or> 
the state. You shouldn't have to pay more ton::: 
get food that tastes 'real'. A solution is needed to LU 

the problem of meeting demands for produce > 
without compromising the quality of appear- 0 
once, taste, nutritional value or cost of fruits and 
vegetables. Why do we (Americans) continue 
to grow foods with conventional farming 
methods when technologies exist that can 
increase output with higher quality products and 
fewer consequences of pesticide contamina 
tion, insect resistances and immunities to pesti
cides, wasted water, soil-borne diseases, wasted 
time, and misused land? One solution is to 
enclose the growing space, similar to a green- , 
house. This is an opportunity for architecture to 
contribute in a meaningful and substantial way. 
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Thesis Statement. 
Industrial space may be understood as public 
through transparent organizations, creating a 
hybrid (semiotic) language for an aquaponic 
greenhouse in Lubbock, TX. 

Theoretical Statement. 
Transparency theories provide a means for 
semiotic and expressive communications to 
provoke human emotion by the ( ~:: 1 ci-1irec 
turd) manipulation of perceived, phenom
enal .and ((1Ci.;CJ!i yj transpar~nt . sp~ce: 
1nclus1ncii Sf.JC l\~ l:: ~ ·nc~v t)e::~ rt;c1c! one 1_; nc:ers1c;-::;o 
tc: ~)t~· ,-J ~)Uf.)!ic, ::.tJoce (Jt:~~iJitc; its in(i~:;trtal / 
(;o,-r,r·"'!f:r c:ic1! r:;urt:>:J~~~;s. 

Facility Statement 
An (industrial) aquaponic greenhouse 
complex, equivalent in area and plant 
volume, to ten acres of conventional farm 
land, will be designed as pubfic space. 
St.~:::c~ncJc:;"t -~f)-:')C.:c.:::: t(:: ~:i;-crnore :~1e gr~:e-r: 
~r..:. ;Se; c;r~-:: CJ!sc·. r;r(;;1icied: .:)f-f;cf~s t:c!:_;c.:ai c)
;;~ · : i, · s~:c...:..:!c~~ :t. f-:'.l'Ti:f:r~ i~:C! ! ket. rc:n:...:!"". 
:~i..- i!J~~;;--i:t::rhc. ;~e . :~~t;::·rc~ ~c-Jri·:::s . c1nc~ ~ ~(J~(_igc:. 

Context Statement. 
A (generic) site around Lubbock provides the 
(underground) water source, flat topography, 
and, most importantly, uninterupted skies nec
essary for optimal growth in an aquaponic 

~~~;~~~~~~;.-i i r~~;~~~·}r2~-~,-;-;; ~1 ::;~'.- :;>,.;~-) ~; ~.~;·; ~~-~:~;:· ;;~ 
t,)i\)'..1i(j ~ ··,,.~ ~:·y ·~~l'·r.i · .. :~ :/ . · ! ·~··:e :r::-·? ·~:i fiv<.-; :oc·c:ti.:Jn ()~ 

H 1t;~ dynamic sun ~::; the~ · ·t ·~c: ~~: i:-r1~.)o ;·tcn1t c:c;r~sicl· 
<~rc:i ic): ·) ! c:·1 r.'():·1 k:·,,(l. · 
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Introduction to Theories: 
The charge of the program is a hybridization of 
two architectural typologies, an industrial, 
commercial greenhouse with public leisure 
and educational space, requiring that the 
general public feel invited and comfortable 
within the facility while the work of commercial 
production happens around them. This 
hybridization strives to reinvent the space of an 
ancient industry of farming and the ancient 
glasshouse typology to make a significant 
contribution to the work of other disciplines -
aquaponic, hydroponic, farming and the 
cattle industry. It is also a social contribution as 
it questions the agricultural systems currently in 
use and offers a more efficient and respon
sible way to use resources and provide food to 
people. It provides a means for these 
forgotten or eschewed industries, which exist 
to serve the masses, to return to the collective 
conscious and scrutiny of people to require 
social accountability and responsibility 
through a contribution of architecture. 

Essential questions to be considered are: 'How 
will people view the fadity? How can an 
industrial facifrty be designed for pubfic leisure 
while serving its industrial purposes? 'What will 
distinguish this facHity as architectural...as 
aquaponic?' 

Semiotic theory deals specifically with cultural 
perception, symbolic representation, mean
ingful function, and to some degree, beauty, 
and is therefore the driving theory to guide 
overall design decisions. If successful, this thesis 
would represent progressive advances of 
agricultural industries in concerns for the way 
sacred resources and energy are used. It 
would also demonstrate the importance of 
architectural contributions. 

Contributions of adapted, reconfigured 
spaces with advanced or new material 
expression are needed as institutions and 
industries of humanity evolve and our new 
selves need revised representation and 
expression. >-

~ 

Architectural Semiotics: 0 
Semiotics is the 'science of recognized systems ~ 
of signs.' Semioticians analyze signs and their .-. 
relationships to each other to better under-

0 stand their meanings. Underlying ideals and 
assumptions of semiotics are shared by many Z 
disciplines but, the nature of communication ~ 
through architecture is based on sensual, 
spatial languages, fundamentally different ~ 
from learned language, spoken or written. a... 
Architecture is expressive and 'feeling' in :::::> 
essence while linguistics is discursive, based on V) 

learned 'if-then' conditions. Discussion of the -
word 'meaning' and what is 'meaningful' q 
provides a difficult discrepancy between N 
expressive and discursive languages. Words V) 

may have specific meanings but to attempt V) 

to define what is meaningful in architectural ~ 
space for some one else is futile. Semioticians, co 
assuming everything is discursive, define the ~ 
meaning of architecture to be its function. 
Readability, communication, and under- U 
standing require 'meaning' but, for architec- ~ 
ture, like art, the meaning for expressive ~ 
architectural communication is 'feeling.' ' o 
What does it mean?' is not as important for w 
architecture as 'how does it make you feel?' • I 
Meaning' is a super-charged word for expres- 1-

sive languages - highly pofitical - subjective, 
ambiguous, to the point of being, ironically, 
meaningless. Feeling cannot always be 
communicated with words. It must be recog
nized that the writings by semioticians on 



architecture are extremely weak in their 
acknowledgement of what architecture 
really is, degrading it to a functional device 
indistinguishable from constructed buildings. 
Regardless of this. their semiotic analyses aid 
architects through the process of communf
cation in deliberate and appropriate ways 
through design. 

llYee Categories of Study: exist within semiot
ics2 - pragmatic, semantic and, most pliable 
for architects, syntactic. 

Pragmatic: 'Pragmatic' deals with the origin 
of signs, their uses by those that create them. 
and the effects of those signs within the realm 
of behavior. 'Pragmatic' has been helpful in 
creating standard norms of 'comfortable,' 
and helpful in researching human bio-physf
ological changes as they occur in direct or 
indirect response to built or natural environ
ments. 

Specific spaces with specific intended func
tions require specific amenities. A 'reading 
room' may be designed with natural lighting 
to read books but different considerations 
must be made to read a computer monitor. 
Also, do views outside of a hospital window 
facilitate faster patient recovery and mental 
health? Does employee density affect worker 
productivity in factories? This lies in the realm of 
the sciences of architecture. 

Semantic: addresses the "signification of signs 
in all modes - (in which) they actually carry 
meanings." What are the meanings under
stood for specific signs and what is the effect 
on that meaning when the sign's relationships 
change with other signs and in other con-

texts? A fork and knife may be seen as tools 
for eating in America but may be understood 
as potential weapons within any culture that 
uses chopsticks to eat. General functional 
categorizations are reasonable for architec
tural elements though, again. this does not >
give an accurate depiction for the true value 0~ of architecture. A door indicates the func
tional ability to enter or exit space, however, ~ 
depending on the cultural mode of the door ~ 
itself orwhere the space beyond a door leads, 
the value of the door and the act of using it ~ 
may change. A stair may 'function' for_ 
vertical movement. An overhang near the ~ 
parking lot may 'function' to note entry. Walls 0 or fences may 'function' to include or exclude a... 
people. Fluted columns may 'function' to a... 
support a building's structure or 'function' to :::> 
connote an ideal of ancient Greece. V') 

"' The 'function' of architecture may be studied~ 
from an anthropological perspective to 
understand why and how other cultures may ~ 
design and build space. The 'function' of V') 

spatial organizations may relate to gender <( 
issues or how the dead are regarded and the ca 
choice of building materials may result from a _J 

region's immediately available resources. Still, j 
communication through the signification of _ 
signs for architecture is difficult regardless of ~ 
famiflarity of particular rituals, etc. within a ~ 
culture because the messages intended by o 
architecture are not necessarily literal mes- w 
sages as in writing, but an intent that someone I 
will experience a 'feeling' understood from~ 
reading architectural space. 



Syntactic: 'Syntactic' semiotics addresses the 
combination of signs, but not the sign's 
"specific significations or their relations to the 
behavior in which they occur." It is only the 
relationships of signs that can be manipulated, 

· not the meaning carried with those changes. 
Space and spatial elements are the 
architecfs medium for creating and commu
nicating. We may rearrange elements to 
create space though we may not always 
know how the spaces will be understood. A 
simple example of this are spatial relationships 
of door jambs to the floor - . often flush in 
western societies and elevated slightly in 
many eastern societies, connoting different 
meanings in each culture. 

Parts of Communication: Within cultural 
codes, there are four parts of communication 
- the sign, concept, denoted meaning and 
connoted meaning. All four are equally 
significant and independent of each other in 
communication. One may change without 
changing the other two. 

Codes: The perspective from which signs are 
read are the standard by which they are 
judged and meaning, significance and rel
evance is found. Time, culture and place 
establish basic codes. A simple code in 
language may be 'English' or 'French.' When 
turning to sensual codes and others related to 
architecture, codes and sub-codes become 
more complicated. Codes are also formed 
and limited by the situation, memory, educa
tion, spatial intelligence and experience of the 
person motivating the signs. These factors 
determine the individual's literacy. The identifi
cation of codes based on 'articulation' of 
these factors show some are more 'analytic, ' 

formed by the synthesis of several other codes. 
Eco makes a distinction between codes for 
objects and codes for design. Codes for 
design are derivative of object codes and 
would have their own problems for notation. 
Some design codes, he suggests, would >
change in plan versus the elevation of spaces, 

0
0::: 

etc. 'Typological' codes regarding functional w 
and sociological types (semantics) are I 
another popular coding. A floor plan may 1-

look like a church if it is in cruciform layout, etc. () 
Where a specific code pertains to more than 
one product of culture, it may be considered z 
a 'metalanguage.' The example used by Eco ~ 
is the code of 'geometry' in which there are 0 the elements of 'plane' and 'line' which may a... 
be used for both architecture and ~raphic art. a... 
His point in making this observation IS, "the fact :::::> 
that architecture can be described in terms of V') 

geometry does not indicate that architecture M 
is founded on a geometric code." There are~ 
endless codings. 

V') 

Sign: For all communication there is a symbol, ~ 
a signifier, a motivator, a sign - there is some co 
thing that is to be read or experienced. A 
facial expression or any expressive behavior :( 
may be a symbol in communication. Signs 
may be heard, smelled, felt, tasted or seen. U 
Architectural space is experienced relying on tLJ 
many or all senses, not just one or two as in a::: 
linguistics or writing. Sensual spatial readings o 
may be made simultaneously, not as a string w 
of words in specific orders with inflection. :i: 

I-



Concept: This sign then is translated or 
transformed as symbolic representation in our 
minds, as an idea or concept, as thought. This 
is the second element in communication. 
Concept allows us to consider "what-about" 
the sensual or symbolic sign and to recognize 
both sign and meaning as independent of 
each other. Concept helps us to quickly 
communicate in vocal symbols with each 
other and to be expressive with vocal inflec
tion. We understand the meaning of words 
without needing to concentrate on the words 
themselves because we understand them as 
expressive concepts. Also, looking at the 
written word 'floor' is different from looking at 
the actual floor and is different from hearing 
the word 'floor' though these symbols have 
the same expressive concept of the plane on 
which we walk. Graphic artists do not have to 
be angry at all times while creating in order to 
express the concept of anger in their art. The 
person experiencing the art does not have to 
feel angry to understand it and, the art does 
not necessarily make the person angry. Actors 
using facial expressions to communicate emo
tional concepts may not actually feel them. 
The audience does not have to become 
angry or sad to understand what the actor is 
communicating. It is only the concept which 
is expressed through signs and is then under
stood. 

Meaning: Signified meaning is divided into 
two parts, denoted and connoted. 'Denoted 
' regards the primary 'function,' actual or 
literal. 'Connoted' is the 'secondary,' implied, 
ideological, function. The way in which 
semioticians have defined these for architec
ture limits the communication as an expressive 
art, undifferentiated from simple buildings. 

Semiotician's Architectural Functions: Utility, 
Iconography, and Metaphor 

UtiTrty: Buildings are said to function first for 
habitation. Then one may look for what 
function within happens, or for what group of >
people may inhabit the building. Is there ~0 space which functions to park a car, to enter? 
The utilitarian functions (meanings) noted by~ 
semioticians is extremely pragmatic without 1-

discussing distinctions between architecture 0 and building. z 

Iconography: Icons are created by cultures ~ 
over time. The Bffel Tower, an icon of Paris for 

0 the wor1d, may serve the function to be CL 

inhabited with programmed spaces for res- CL 
taurants, observation and other tourist attrac- :::> 
tions but. it can never be disassociated from V> 

Paris. The tower is an icon connoting Parisian ""l:f' 
culture though it was originally deemed ugly q 
for revealing its structure. As an icon, the tower N 
is far more important than as a restaurant and V> 

museum. An icon cannot be intentionally V> 

created. Either a building will be or it will not. < 
This is determined through public regard and co 
acceptance over time. ~ 

Monumental and memorial architecture, U 
further demonstrates how connoted meaning ~ 
can be more important than the denoted. ~ 
Monuments may not protect us from the rain o 
or wind though we may inhabit their space. w 
Monuments function to refer us to something :r: 
else. They are symbolic. Maya Lin's Vietnam 1-

War Memorial is an important example of this. 
It is very much architectural and effective as a 
memorial because of the way it reminds us of 
lost lives in a past war. It is an extremely 
emotional icon. 



Metaphor. 'Metaphor' addresses another 
level of understanding architecture by seeing 
it in tenns of something else - another building, 
machine, or animal. The design may 
resemble symbols and icons belonging to a 
particular group. Metaphor may serve to 
make a building memorable or recognize 
activities that happens inside. Texas Tech's 
library for instance is intended to resemble a 
series of books. We may not see it or not care 
when the metaphor is too familiar and our 
interest wanes. Not everyone can read an 
architectural mass or space with equal sophis
tication. Metaphor can be dangerous for 
generating interest. If too blatant, like Robert 
Venturi's famous example of the duck, 
nothing new is offered beyond initial readings 
and it becomes boring. If too esoteric, like 
Miesian glass and steel skyscrapers of 
Chicago, no one but the architectural com
munity will appreciate or 'feel' anything in 
response to the building's subtle implications. 
A careful balance must be found. 

Beyond Semioticians Definitions: Utility, ico
nography and metaphor are important in 
communication for architecture but this is not 
all that semiotic readings offer architecture. 

When you see a building, you may identify it as 
the one you want to visit. It may look like a 
whale or the building next to it. Where is the 
parking? Where is the door? Do the columns 
engage the wall or ceiling? -No!? Is there 
enough liQhting in the lobby to read while you >
wait? While semioticians are not "Wrong about a:::: 
these kinds of functions in buildings, architec- 8 
ture does not simply function as utilitarian I 
objects of habitability or exist as potential icons t
or metaphors. Architecture is also art after all. ~ 
The most important communication between 
architecture and people is that of 'feeling.' z 
People know 'greaf architecture when they ~ 
find it for the first time, greater than the literal 0 sum of its parts. What functions do art have - a.. 
certainly it is not created for utility? Graphic art a.. 
may be paper or canvas covered in paint or :::> 
ink. It may denote hanging to hide water V') 

stains or holes in the wall. What is the LO 
difference between poetry and grocery lists - q 
improvisational jazz and noise? They may use "' 
the same 'words' but their expressive qualities V') 

are vastly different. Still. semiotician 's writings V') 

are useful as we try to embrace as many or 4: 
few people as possible with our art. Umberto co 
Eco states, "the architect should be designing :{ 
for variable primary (actual. literal. defined) U 
functions and open to secondary (connoted _ 
implied, ideological) functions." By creating~ 
ambiguous architecture, using Venturi's a:::: 
famous 'both and' language, a greater o 
number of people may be in included in w 
understanding and appreciating the archi- I 
tecture. Architects are creating for the masses t
while communicating among ourselves too. 
People should find relevance and connectiv
ity, meaning and importance with our archi
tecture through time. They should be 
provoked to 'feel.' 



A Distinct Form of Culture: The focus of and 
hope for architecture by responsible archi
tects and clients is and should be positive, 
promoting the advancement of human cul
tures and quality of lives. Unlike art architec
ture must be protect the health, safety and 
welfare of its inhabitants. Other observations 
regarding architecture, as distinct from other 
cultural forms are as follows, by Eco - architec
ture: "generally aims at mass appeal" (at 
least consumer architecture does); "psycho
logically persuasive" (so we hope); "experi
enced inattentively" {especially in car
culture); "can never be interpreted in an 
aberrant way" (I can throw my laundry on the 
stair and not feel guilty); "fluctuates between 
being rather coercive - and rather indifferent" 
(What the designers intend is not alvvays how 
it is received); "belongs to the realm of 
everyday;" "is a business" (and no one will 
buy it if people do not find architecture 
relevant) . 

Cerebral Design: Semiotic theory addresses 
the issue of cerebral architectural communi
cation and symbolic cultural meaning but. 
does not provide process criteria for material 
design. Semioticians apply semiotic theory 
retroactively to cultural forms and their rela
tionships to determine how and why meaning 
is carried but the architect must understand 
the answers to why what and how before and 
during design. Semiotics as a design tool 
reminds us of the audience we are designing 
for. 

Transparency Theories: 
Formal organization and material logic will be 
guided for this thesis by transparency theories: 
phenomenal, literal and perceived. 

Phenomenal: Bernard Hoesli, has created a 
general definition of transparency as "arising 
whenever there are locations in space which 
can be assigned to two or more systems of 
reference - where the classification is unde
fined and the choice between one classifica- >
tion and another remain open." The goal of a::: 
transparency is to create ambiguous spatial 8 
and physical systems that may be evaluated :i: 
and reevaluated by the individual. This allows 1-

them to find spatial and physical relationships 
in the architecture by their own sensibilities and ~ 
thereby makes people a part of the architec- _ 
ture through discovery. Architecture is~ 
created from the manipulation of voids and 0 solids which do not have to consist of a single a.. 
volume. a.. 

:::> 
Hoesli gives examples of how else phenom- V> 

enal transparency may be executed in -o 
design: ~ 

"Transpcrency permifs fle>Oblty within a formal V> 
arrangement; transparent formal elements hover in a V> 
continuous space, cflViding and activating it, but <: 
where the spatial relationships nevertheless remain ca 
cleaty readable; ... opposition of effects (the horiz~ _J 

tal and the vertical), simultaneously postulated and <: 
overcome: (here, actively sharing a common or U 
space}: transpaency; the connection between the_ 
space of two separate levels ttYough a common 1-
expanse of or has the effect not only of optically w 
increasing the size of smal rooms but also of a::: 
generating ambiguous spatial relations; transpaency 0 
as a means of ~nization places a series of visual w 
gouping possibities in relation to one-another and I 
throws them open." 1-



Perceived: As the perspective of individuals 
change, forms and spaces are created and 
dismantled with explicit attention. Architec
ture becomes a collage of space-time. 
Movement and experience through space
time and the simultaneous sensual communi
cations of architecture can be addressed 
similarly to music and graphic art through 
phenomenal transparency. Music is experi
enced in a linear way but at any moment, 
multiple notes may be simultaneously heard, 
deliberately moving the audience. Graphic 
art may be ambiguous, allowing the audi
ence to reveal new forms, in time, as various 
fragments are perceived as reassembled in 
new ways in the 'concepts' of our minds. 

Literal Transparency: Literal transparency 
refers to the actual, material transparency of 
membranes, etc., and their various opacities. 
It too has the ability to visually connect 
inhabited space to visually adjacent spaces 
but may also disconnect the observer in other 
sensual ways. Literal transparency is useful as 
a means of exposing spaces beyond to guide 
people through the facility. 

Conclusion: 
In summary, semiotics recognizes communi
cation and meaning in architecture and all 
cultural products are subjective and therefore, 
the architect must design for as many cultures 
as possible between the esoteric and blatant. 
The essence of architecture, specifically, is not 
that it functions only for habitability but that it 
provokes 'feeling,' an emotional communica
tion not discursive in nature. Because semiot
ics deals with the cerebral and symbolic, 
transparency theory provides guidelines for 
material systems to provoke semiotic (emo
tional) responses and representation. 
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Design Issues/ Goals/ Potential Design 
Responses of Semiotic theory: 
Issue 01. Adaptabifrty: The facility must be 
adaptable for 'multiple primary functions and 
open to multiple secondary functions.' 
Goal 01. representative of concerns for pro
gressive indus1ry - PDR: 01 a. just build it -
immdeiate benefits of building an aquaponic 
greenhouse: reduced evaporation meaning 
less water used; crops protected from 
weather meaning less danger of damaged 
plants; crops more easily protected from 
insects meaning no pesticides. 
01 b . integrate sustainable technologies: 
double lathed membranes for air flow; photo
voltaics and wind turbines to capture free 
energies (these are old technologies, just use 
them); sensitivi1y to reflecting light toward 
plants; fish tanks for low tech solution to fertilizer 
01 c. integrate several industries (hydroponic + 
fishery = aquaponic; aquaponic + cattle 
industry waste = partial solution to problem of 
where to put all that shit (more free nutrient 
and air for plants). 
Goal 02. publindustrial progam -
PDR: 02a. advertising: 'texts' formed in mem
brane fritting to welcome visitors; distinctive 
'public' orange light within indust. blue lights. 
02b. (mentarrty) design as a public space 
where plants are grown - not industrial space 
where people are allowed: adhere to code 
standards more cautious than 'warehouse'; 
expressive beau1y by architectural treatment 
of membranes, space, and manipulation of 
light to provoke responses as in art. 
02c. diverse public activity: allow for modular 
bays to become other commercial space - 24 
hour coffeeshop, bookstore, steakhouse, etc.; 
sell decorative and food fish; open grounds for 
activi1y like biking, picnic, prarie-dogs, etc. 

Issue 02. Syntax Relationships: 
Syntax in semiotics is concerned with sign c 
relationships and how changed relationships CL 

signify different meanings - not with the o 
meanings themselves. Architect's however -
should be concerned with how people might ~ 
feel in response to and perceice their designs. <( 
Goals here are to create relationships that O 
communicate: (..'.) -Goal 01. -aquaponics is relevant to socie1y. ~ 
PDRa. Build within an urban environment; in a :'..) 
downtown district; the side of a skyscraper. V> 

PDRb. Make visible in high-traffic areas. V> 

Goal 02. -differences from conventional :r: 
farming. U 
PDRa. Bevate grow-space over ground ~ 
surface. Make this gap clearly visible - 10' high. <( 
PDRb. Stack grow-spaces to exaggerate the ex> 
facili1y's divorce from the ground. q 
PDRc. Allow pipes grow trays and fish tanks N 
remain visible. V> 

V) 

Goal 03. -this is a pubfte space. <( 
PDRa. Locate 'public ' specific space at co 
center of facili1y - no gates, walls, etc. ::( 
(inclusion not segregation) 
PDRb. Entry to all greenhouses at pedestrian U 
level - no gates, walls, etc. t;:j 
PDRd. Public vehicular access segregated ~ 
from industrial but cross roads in the center at o 
loading/unloading area. w 
PDRe. Boulevard along public vehicular road :r: 
to signify public access. 1-

PDRf. Grounds space to be public park. 
PDRg. Hitting signs to say, 'welcome,' etc. at 
public entry. 



02 Syntactic Relationships: Syntax is con
cerned with mea~ of sign relationships 
and how those meanings change within reN 
relationships, not the ac1ual or specific 
meaning of the fragment i1self. 
Building adaptations of form and space for 
various practical and social needs, as well as 
the facility's location or situation within the city 
and the world are considerations of syntax at 
various scales. The fi"St QOO! is to develop 
questions which will help 1n development of 
the project. The second goal then is to answer 
those questions by studying several relation
ships throughout the design process, guiding 
design decisions. The synthesis of this may not 
be seen beyond the design process but this 
issue in the study of semiotics, it is essential. The 
answers affect the 'what', 'how', and 'to whom' 
the communication of the building addresses. 
The questions are applicable at various scales 
of interaction. 
At a global scale, how might the relationship 
of the facility to a region change while 
providing ritualy slaughtered food animals 
according to Musfim and Jewish communities 
if that region were Texas, Kashmir or Israel? 
How might meaningful relationships change if 
some spaces are stacked, packed, or spread, 
included or excluded from others? What is the 
impact and relationship of the public or staff to 
the facility's spaces if they are partially sub
merged? fully? elevated? how high? etc.? 
Entry might be placed near the parking lot or 
closer to the road. There may be a tunnel or 
large doors at the entry. 
What might these considerations lead to for 
other relationships? Which are most impor
tant? 

PDR 01: The most important relationship to be 
explored is that between pubic and indus1rial c" 
spaces, spedficaty, viewing aeas and ~ ri.. 
vation or pool spaces. Through the design o 
process, questions of where, how and to what ;;,
degree these spaces may be intertwined will _J 

the explored. What significance do these<( 
'shared' spaces have compared to uncon- O 
nected spaces in meeting goals of the 0 
facility? -

V) 

POR 0'2: The relationslip to the city must be ~ 
explored if the facity is to become a symbol V> 

for the city. Its visability along the sky-fine and ~ 
ability to attract attention through movement . 
or reflected and shining light will be means to I 
deal with this along with size and recognizable U 
form. CIC 
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Phenomenal Transpaency: 

Issue 01 : Ambiguous Systems: 

Goal 01-0vertay material and spatial systems 
to allow single elements to exist as part of 
multiple systems. 

PDR 01. Hollow composite posts and columns 
- each made of two beams and connected 
with multiple steel pieces to provide space 
between for light, circulation and aesthetic 
purposes. 
PDR 02. Strucfural column as air circulation 
space as rain gutter as right reflector as spatial 
boundary. 
PDR 03. Create separate interior and exterior 
strucfure systems. Interior space or exterior 
membrane may change due to unrelated 
structural systems. 
PDR 04. Single stair system with independent 
exterior (strucfural sheath) and interior 
{hanging stair) strucfure systems. May hong 
from top of exterior strucfure and connected 
at various points to prevent swaying. Other
wise, systems will appear independent. 

Goal 02- Oeate ambiguous spatial boundar
ies. 
PDR 01 . light reflected from one greenhouse 
membrane lights and becomes part of an 
adjacent greenhouse. 
PDR 02. Transparent floor and wall mem
branes allow visual connections engaging 
users to define spaces as a single floor, bay, 
building or entire fadity region according to 
their perception. 
PDR 03. Ambiguous readings of facility depth 
width and content upon 'public' approach 
because of material transparency. 

Material Transpaency: 

Issue 01: Membrane Design 

Goal 01: Og_anize membranes in response to 
the sun's path to allow sunright to reach entire 
interior space. 

PDR 01 . Translucent membrane at southern 
fac;:ade and roof. 
PDR 02. Half reflective and transparent ~ 
membranes at west facades. :::::> 
PDR 03. Highly reflective membrane at north V) 

fac;:ade. V) 

PDR 04. Transparent membrane at east . 
fac;ade. I 

u 
Goal 02- Oeate metaphor to plants. 

PDR 01 . Layer membrane panels with random o 
and irregular gaps or missing panels. --: 
PDR 02. Nuance shapes of indMdual panels N 
for perception of organic 'whole.' V) 

PDR 03. Provide visibility to interior plant mem- ~ 
branes. co 
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Semiotics: The Ba'hai Lotus temple serves as 
an icon for the Ba'hai and of Delhi, India. The 
lotus-like massing of the temple represents the 
symbol for peace in both Ba'hai and Hindu 
faiths. The long open path to the building 
serves to mentally prepair visitors for the 
spiritual experience. The scale and pure white 
color of the exterior communicates the sanc
tify of the place. 
Transpaency: Diffused light reveals the 
dome-petals, are made of several layered 
planes. A model of the bu~ding shows the 
delicate primary shell in fact is not supported 
by these thin interior ribs at all but by hidden 
structures within the shell. Visitors are at first 
made to wonder how these delicate ribs 
would support the entire mass. 
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Glass Han, Leipzeg, Germany, by Ian Ritchie IMG2.10, 11 , 12. These thr~Ni'§§~~~ 
and VGMP is 243 meters long by 79 meters layered sturcture syste 
wide. It serves as an events center holding 
multiple events simultaneously. 
What does this enormous glass and steel 
structure that simultaneously holds thousands 
of people for multiple events communicate? 
The delicate glass finish over a simple yet 
complicated structure of layered systems of 
tensioned steel evokes a sense of awe. It 
cannot help but be a symbol of the city and 
the contemporary culture. 
The heirarchical multilayered structures here 
demonstrate 1ransparency in that the whole 
structure is only understood after each layer of 
structure is identified. It is far more impressive 
than the simple transparency of a single 
glazed finish. 
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Stabilizing wires which hold this industrial 
facility's elevated structure create new shapes 
and perceived forms as cars pass by. Also, the 
massive shell, elevated by tilted posts, creates 
a large open, and covered space not often 
experienced by the public . These facifities are 
at a scale large scale while their forms and 
construction are very simple. 

Bectrical wires create deficate shapes and 
forms which frame sections of the sky. This 
connection with the sky may serve to z 
enhance concepts of metaphor or experi- w 
ences through transparency. o 

IMG2. l 4. Bectrical wi"es. 
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These strcture's overlapping forms create new 
forms, which change as one passes by. From 
far away there is no way to determine the 
facility's organization. Visitors must engage the 
facility, discovering and re-evaluating spaces 
as they move through. 

IMG.2.15, Transformer.......,....,·"""""-. ------

These towers become architectural space 
depending on the perspective they are 
viewed from. Their delicate and strong finear z 
elements intertwine with each other in this w 
image, each framing the next. o 
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Aquaponic Greenhouses 
lhe history of aquaponic systems is ancient 
though we have begun takin~ advantage of 
it only recently. In ancient China it is reported 
that a man had developed a system to yield a 
better rice crop by placing his duck's cages 
over a lake upstream. lhe ducks were fed, 
deficating in the water where bacteria made 
the biomass a useful nutient for plants down
stream. Aztecs are reported to have created 
islands on which to grow crops. The birds fed 
on the fish leaving scraps and droppings, 
fertilizing the crop. The cfisadvantage of these 
ancient systems was exp<>SlXe to weather and 
seasonal changes. In the 197CJs this system 
which combines technol~ies of hydroponics 
and fisheries was frst tested 1n university laborar
tories. Currently all but a few of the large scale 
facifrties exist outside of the US. There are 
however many residential scale aquaponic 
systems due to their great yield of produce 
and their relatively simple systems. It is admit
tedly more complicated than hydroponics as 
the fish's lives need attention and the water 
chemistry needs more maintaining.1 

The Hyctoponic Greenhouse 
This growing method adds growth nutrients to 
water systems and does not include fish. It is 
estimated to cover 30,CXX) acres world-wide 
with only roJ of those in the US. Most in 
America also are established by families or 
small businesses and range from 1 /8 to one full 
acre, yielding profit. The market for these small V> 

facilities reaches a one to four hour driving w 
radius from the greenhouse. Larger hydro- <.9 
ponic producers may cover up to (:JJ acres or 
more and ship foods throught the country. 0 
Foods hydroponically grown outside the U.S. 0 are imported from Mexico, Canada, Europe, 
Austrafia and other countries. This is often due ~ 
to the large demand for hydroponically grown 1-

food in high-end or specialty grocery stores, V> 

even without such few hydroponic facilities in CL 
the U.S. The food however is often damaged w 
or not fully rippened. This often hurts the local .
farmers because they cannot compete with q 
the costs of 'lesser' or damaged foods. The M 
growing popularity for hydroponically grown z 
foods stems from increasing concern regard- 0 
ing pesticides, water usage, soil born diseases, 1-

etc., all of which are not issues of or are CL 
significantly less in hydroponic (or aquaponic) ~ 
greenhouses.2 U 

V') 

It should also be recognized that space w 
agencies use (and plan to use) hydroponic O 
methods for growing food in extra-terestrial >- . 
environments, requiring only light and nutrient 1-

filled water to grow crops. -1 

Exact data for ratios of plants to fish and 
procedures for optimal outputs is slowly being 
developed but the benefits of aquaponic 
systems are nonetheless undeniable and must 
be explored. Why this system has not gained in 
popularity with increasing concerns for water 
conservation and feeding American popula
tions healthier foods is a mystery! 

u 
(1 . Sl.mnaized from www.oquoporics.com. 'EvotJlior"I of AqJo- (2. Text sumnaized from www.oquaponics.com. •ca,..,,,.r-rn""'e,..;cia""'" <( 
porlcs' by Scott Jones, mach 27, @Spm) mcrch 27, '.!X)4@ Spm) LL 



Evolution of the 'Glasshouse.' The glass house 
as we know today did not appear until the late 
18th century. Before then, typologies were 
developed according to the needs for collec
tion and display, public use, protection from 
the winter, etc. Exploitation of 'exotic' places 
by the Roman and other empires through time 
were the catallyst for this building type. 
Technology: Glass roofs were built in the late 
18th century. Few examples found before 
1790. Iron was readily available and well suited 
for molding. Tropical plants were now planted 
in the ground, inside the greenhouses with 
glazed roofs. Transparency was replacing 
opaque. In 1815, a half-domed greenhouse 
made of glass and iron was proposed and 
designed for cultivating fruits and plants as 
opposed to collecting tropical plants. Roofs 
were designed for sun at specific angles to 
catch as much direct light as possible. Heating 
spaces with hot water became more 
accepted than with steam. Architects and 
Gardeners designed and built green houses in 
competition with each other, adding forms 
influenced from the Middle East. designing for 
all people to experience. 
Greenhouse Types: Culture house: for ' 
ornamental and useful' plant for growing, 
propagating and experimentation (a.k.a. 
forcing houses, raising houses, propagating 
houses, market gardens). Conservatories were 
for entire collections of plants needing protec
tion from the cold. Plants here were for 
exhibition and scientific study. Three types of 
greenhouses are hothouses, temperate houses 
and cold houses. Winter gardens are for 
entertainment purposes or as an extension of 
the house. 

Development h the 19th centuy: (1800-1830): 
Early industrialization; cast iron used as a build
ing material; designed by wood building prin
ciples. ( 1830-1850): Industrial Revolution; rolled I 
and U section bars introduced; spanning 
distances increased. (1850-1870): growth of 
mass production in most manufacturing indus
tries; perfected roof truss design; perfected cast V') 

iron frames for exhibition areas; wide spanning w 
halls increasingly important. (1870-1890): enor- 0 mous spans now possible with refinement of 
steel and space frame technology; cast iron 0 
disappeared from roof trusses; eclecticism 0 found in iron construction. * 
Today: With technology and time, many ~ 
facility types are made almost entirely of 1-

transparent materials and found everywhere V> 

with an enormous range of scales and costs. a_ 

Greenhouses are also sold now in prefabli- w 
coted units that are easily retrofitted to houses N 
at reasonable costs for new gardeners. ~ 

lhe Slaughterhouse. Very little can be found for z 
the architecture of slaughterhouses. They are 0 
escewed from popular culture despite their i= 
importance. Dr Grandin's website, www. a_ 

grandin.corn discusses contemporary design G::: 

features of holding pens and methodologies u 
for ritual slaughter but nothing of an 'architec- V> 

ture' or a simple building. Some schematic w 
ideas for a 'Pig City' by architecura l firm MVRDV 0 

have come from very real concerns about the >
number of animals housed, the resources 1-

needed to maintain them and the solutions = 
regarding their waste, as a result o f demands U 
for animal meat which will only increase with <( 
growing populations. (www.mvrdv.com) u.. 

• Kohmcier and von Scrtory Houses of Gloss Combridge: The 
MIT~. 1986. 



Mission Statement 
An industrial aquaponic greenhouse 
complex, equivalent 1n area and plant 
volume, to ten acres of conventional farm 
land, will be designed as public space. 

Goals and Objectives: 
G: Promote an eccrfriendly standard which 
other architectural designers may follow. 
O: Recognize the sun and wind as valu
able energy sources utiulizing the heat, light 
and kinetic energy that comes from them. 
0 : Revere water and land as limited and 
sacred resources, not exploited as infinite, by: 
reducing the footprint of the building and; 
reducing evaporation and reusing water 
within the greenhouses. 
G: To contribute to architecturally neglected 
and under-exploited industries. 
0 : Develop an architecturally designed 
facility for an aquaponics greenhouse and 
ritual slaughterhouse. 
G: Increase education or awareness regard
ing food industry practices. 
O: Allow public spaces within industrial spaces 
for viewing or hands-on experience in farming, 
slaughtering processes (aquaponic and ritual 
slaughterhouse). 
0 : Provide an educatorium in the program. 
G: Foster pubfic interests (leisure/commerce) 
in the facilities. 
0 : Provide Farmer's market at public entry. 
0: Provide public outdoor park grounds 
among wind turbines and solar paneling. 
O: Provide Restaurant. 
0 : Provide spaces for viewing decorative fish 
and plants/ the industrial sections/ eachother. 
0 : Provide store with foods and aqua
ponic equipment for sale. 
0: Be accessible and visible to L populations. 
0: Design lighting to advertise at night and 
moving or reflective membranes at day,· 
shining toward populated areas. 

Fac:ify Organization and Layout: 
(1 )Theory: Application of transparency theory, . 
{ch. 02) an organizational tool, will guide the 
organization of the facility at a ll scales, XL to S. 
(2)Progam: several puhc/industrial activities 
are mixed within the program, many organiza
tional possibilities exist. Public spaces may best U') 

be served in the center of a 'radial' p lan. ;;; 
(3)Nearby Typologies: Facilities of this kind are w 
best served within highly populated regions I 
and can be marketed to any economic class. r-
(4lTopography: orientation should be~ 
informed by sunlight, not the earth. U') 

Facity's Key Issues: >-
fl) Eccrfriendly-Systems: The sun and a ir air : 
free resources for energy. Air will be condi- -
tioned using operable paneling for natural U 
wind currenls, interior design using heat con- <{ 
ductive materials, subteranean design and u.. 
heat from the sun; insulated glazing with ('I) 

OF?.erable transparencies for shading and ~ 
diffused, reflected, or absorbed heat/day
lighting; Energy collected with photovoltaic z 
collectors/wind turbines. A cistern to O 
collect/store precipitation; needed water r
may be taken from a nearby body of water. a... 
(2)'Successful' Scope: Enough products must a::: 
be sold to be profitable and meet public u 
demands all year. Ten acres is a recomended U') 

minimum by Dr. Fedler of Texas Tech w 
University's Cilvil Engineering department. O 
(3)1ntegration of pubficlindustrial spaces:>
F'rovide public opportunities to experience r- · 
aquaponic greenhouses and ritual slaughter- =:i 
ing while maintaining distances for safety and U 
productivity. 
(4)Transformation (night/day, summer/winter): ~ 
Operable exterior panels, operable skin 
opacities and various lighting will transform the 
appearance of the building while maintaining 
optimal conditions for interior, living systems. 



General Code Information is from the Interna
tional Building Code (IBC). 

Occupancy Groups for this project include: 
(U) Utility, for the aquaponic grenhouse and 
ritual slaughter spaces; (S-2) Storage, for the 
facility's packaging storing and shipping 
space; (B) Business, for the offices and labs; (EJ 
Educational, for the educatorium which chi~ 
dren may be using; (M) Mercantile, for the 
store and outdoor farmer's market; and (A-2) 
Assembly, for the restaurant. 

RamablTrty will be addressed with non-com
bustible materials lie hig-tech plastics and steel 
systems with low-tech steel compression 
members, reinforced concrete. Structure will 
not be covered with gypsum board or fire 
retardant and may therefore be limited in 
allowable size per code requirements. The 
structure of the envelope will be separate 
from any inteior structure. Floor finishes are 
stone or earth at ground level and high-tech 
materials on upper floors. Walls are finished 
with hi~tech membranes of plastic or steel. 
While steel may melt almost nothing specified 
aside from carpeting in the offices would be 
flammable. Also, a great deal of the footprint 
is water and wet plants are not easily 
flammable. 

Egess/Paths: All spaces with the exception of 
those with U occupancy will have outdoor 
egress within 250 feet with the design for 
sprinkler systems and will have at least two 
egress exits within 75 feet of each other. U 
occupancy spaces will have a 400' egress 
travel distance at sprinkled spaces and '!l:JJ' at V') 

unsprinkled spaces. All doors in public spaces, -
egress or otherwise will be four feet wide ~ 
minimum. Ramps shall have a minimum 1: 12 -' 
slope in public spaces and 1 :8 for U and S-2 <( 
spaces. z 

<( 

Area: The maximum area in sqaure feet for a V> 

U occupnacy buidling which is unprotected ~ 
and sprinkled, noncumbustible (type 11-B con- w 
struction) may have a total of 7 6,SCD sq.ft. over ~ 
three floors and no single floor may be more >
than 34,CXX) sq.ft. The U rated sections of the V> 

facility however shall have an area of twelve "'¢ 

acres meaning the greenhouse and slough- q 
terhouse will need to be designed as several M 
'buildings'. Outdoor grounds will be mixed z 
within the total site area. The greenhouse and 0 
slaughterhouse alone will be twelve acres. ;:: 
Grounds and other programmed spaces will ci.. 

make the total footprint for the facifity far a::: 
greater than 7 6,CXX) sq.ft. U 
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The following are primary systems needed to 
design an aquaponic greenhouse: 

Structure: Structural systems to be explored 
must allow uninterupted sunlight. reach large 
expanses and enhance the application of 
theoretical sections in this program. 

Aquaponic Systems: The equipment needed 
in the aquaponic facility is as important as it is 
simple. It relies most heavily on basic pumps to 
force water and air to c irculate. The maze of 
pipes is most complicated. Maintenance is 
infrequently needed. Items required are: a 
drain system. fecal/particle clarifier. boilogical 
filter. airlifts. directional aerators, air blowers, air 
manifold. trays and containing systems to 
support plants. and finally, fish culture tanks. 

Energy Collection: Photovoltaic and wind 
turbine systems will collect and store energy. 
Heat conductive interior space and passive 
air circulation and cooling will be designed. 

Lighting: Lighting systems are fundamental for 
the growth of plants in the greenhouse. The 
facility will depend on sun-lighting during the 
day and artificial lighting during the night. 
Energy for night lighting will be collectd stored 
and then used through the photovoltaic and 
wind turbine systems. The constant exposure 
to light will contribute to the continued growth 
of plants and will also bring attention to the 
facility at night. Materials whic h reflect misdi
rected light back to the plants will be 
designed. 

Membranes: Operable glazing systems which 
reflect, diffuse, retain and absorb light and 
heat will be explored to meet the changing 
needs of the facilities spaces. 

Other systems include: operable paneling for 
air circulation; flooding of carbon dioxide and V') 

other bio-gases, biomass collection and -
vaporizing for energy. rain and river water ~ 
collection. etc. _J 

<( 

Ritual Slaughterhouse: At the scale spcified for z 
this thesis. systems for the ritual slaughterhouse <( 
are simple but very important for successful V') 

operation. A pen system for moving cattle~ 
and other animals through spaces must be w 
designed for minimal strain on the animals per ~ 
accepted criteria. The radius of movements. >
lighting for floors, density of pens, controlled V'). · 

views of the animals. control of blood and it's LO 

scent, bio-gas and bio-waste management ~ 
need consideration. The system for slaughter-
ing the animals in this facility requires the z 
animal to walk into a prefabricated machine 0 
which lifts and holds it for Halal and Kosher 1-

slaughtering. A system for food and water CL 
management must be considered. O:'.: 
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Typical Fisheries Equipment 

IMG.3.01. The drain system pulls water from a 
culture tank to a fecal clarifier. 

IMG.3.02. Fecal/particle claifier is the largest 
part of the filtration system. Solid waste from 
fish and uneaten food are removed quickly 
to maintain a low-toxicity in the water. The 
water enters the base at ground level and 
then hits a series of baffles and screen baffle 
that create "dead spots" in the water, allow
ing bio-matter to settle. 

(/') 

(/') 

>
_J 

<( 
z 
<( 

(/') 

IMG.3.03 Biological fitter is the other half of the ~ 
filtration system. Water moves through w 
aerated Bio-Media to serve several functions: ~ 
it converts harmful ammonia to non-toxic >-
nitrate which the plants use, it aerates the (/') · 
water, and it removes harmful gases from the ~ 
water. The filtered water is returned to the q 
tank by an airlift and is then directed to M 
encourage a clockwise flowin the round z 
culture tanks. 0 

l
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IMG.3.04. The aitift re-introduces filtered water 
to the culture tank, aerating and circulating it. 

IMG.3.05. Cultu"e tanks: Rectangle or round 
tanks - advantage of a round tank is that 
when circulated, the tank is virtually self 
cleaning. The round culture tank can be V> 

made from either Polyethylene, or Corru- -
gated Steel Tank Rings with a PVC finer inside~ 
the steel frame - easily built from 9'-30' ~ 
diameter with side walls of 3'-6'. < 
Tanks built into the ground are also effective. z 

< 
IMG.3.06. The or blower and the or manifold V') 

provide the propulsion for the system. The Air~ 
Blower supplies filtered air and the Air Manifold w 
disperses the air to the Bio-Filter, Air1ift and ~ 
Directional Aerators. Each of these help to >
aerate the water and propel the system. Vinyl V> . 

tubing is used to attach the Air Manifold to r-.... 
each of the outlets. Clamps on each outlet q 
provide control over the amount of air being (¥) 

dispersed to each part. z 
0 
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Energy Collection: BectTicity is required to 
operate: water circulation, filtering, aeration, 
temperature and other environmental vari
ables, monitoring environmental systems in fish 
tanks and throu~hout all aqua/hydroponics 
space and equipment as well as regrigera
tion of the storage facility, operation of 
operable skin opacities and movements, 
night-time lighting for people and plant
growth, HVAC for a ll spaces, etc. Solar cells 
and wind turbines will be designed within the 
facility for collection and storage of energies 
for standard and emergency uses. The facility 
will idealy be "off-the-grid' and will constantly 
collect energy for regular operations. 
The facility will be designed with passive 
circulation, cooling and heating and !lighting 
systems to take advantage of the energies 
from the sun and wind much as possible. The 
site for this project is conducive to these 
collection systems as it is especially sunny and 
windy in Lubbock (see ch. 05). 

~~~--~~~~--

• 

Lighting systems: must serve two different user 
groups, plants, primanly at night, and also , 
people. 

Plants: 
Horiculture lights are typically high intensity 
discharge (HID} to promote the best growing V") 

conditions for indoor plants. -
Heights of bulb should be operable to adjust ~ 
to the growth of plants. -' 
Reflectors should be used to prevent any light <( 
from shining directly outside. Z 
The Correlated Color Temperature (CCT} of<( 
the bulbs should no less than 40CO Kelvin, a V") 

light to deep blue color, to promote optimal ~ 
growth. w 
A bulbs lumens should be no less than 30,CXX) ~ 
while the wattage may change as the plants >-
grow larger and more dense. V") . 

GO 
Conditions uncomfortable for people are also ~ 
harmful to plants. The facility must maintain 
standards for lighting that will not stress or bum I 
the plants. U 

Ck'. 

(These recomendations are summarized from ~ 
The Cannabis Grow Bible, by Greg Green.} V") 

w 
,, People: e:::: 

IMG.3.07. Energy diagram. 
a. energy from the wind and sunlight. b. are 
received by photovoltaic panels and wind 
turbines. c. is regulated by a charge controller 
at the POM (Power Organizing Module}. 
d . is stored for future use in batteries and 
e. utilized by electronics equipmet. 

Within the grow spaces, lighting for the plants 1-

will be more than adequate for the purpose ~ 
of picking and sorting produce. In the 'public' 1-

spaces however, the most important consid- Z 
eration is light for wayfinding. An idea for O 
orange lighting to distinguish 'people' spaces u 
from 'plant' space may also serve as a 
corporate symbol or facilfity identity. 
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,' ....... ~~ This slaughterhouse will house animals for a 
JOCIC :::-...... ~hort time until ritually slaughtered. They would 

FORCI NI PEN PLAN j' ' ,,..,.. ~ raised then bought from organic ranches 
~<ite ensure high quality, safe foods. These 

images are of equipment to move them from 
a truck to a holding pen or directly to be 
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This equipment is designed to protect the 
animal and person slaughtering from unnecc
essary harm. The animal is made to walk into 
position and restrained by the operator by 
lifting their belly and raising their heads. A knife 
is often used to cut arteries in the throat. After 
the animal is dead, more care may be taken 
in the slaughtering to prevent contamination 
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of the edible flesh with fecal matter, etc. In 
conventional slaughterhouses, this cannot be 
avoided as easily and dangerous or deadly 
bacteria may be spread to people. Slaughter 
companies lose time a nd money over this 
issue as health inspectors often find unsanitary 
conditions. This device also makes the clean- V> 

up of body fluids much easier. V> 
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Public Foyer 

The four principally pubric spaces include a 
public foyer, educatorium, store, and restau
rant. Sections of the aquaponic greenhouse, 
intertwined with the industrial aquaponic 
greenhouse, are intended for public activity 
and observation to promote education 
regarding the commercial processes of food 
production, as well as to generate revenue for 
the whole facility. The relationships of the 
public spaces are simple. Entry to the facility is 
through the public foyer. All other public 
spaces are accessed through the foyer. 

Restaurant 

z 
0 

need to bet
identified by visitors to disting ish them from a.. 
grow-spaces. While grow spaces will use a 0::: 

blue-colored light, public spaces may instead u 
use orange lighting for wayfinding and to V) 

create a facility symbol. w 
Public spaces account for a small, 2 percent O 
of the total programmed space (see ch. 04). >
Consideration for the facility design should ~ 
allow for the possibility of more of these spaces ::: 
to be added, promoting various other activf- u 
ties within the facility, with modular efficiency. <( 

u.. 



MG.3.18. Subspaces for 'Public Entry' 

General: This space is the ·. · · st formal 
gathering space for the facility. The (outdoor) 
spaces: should be shaded; have operable 
sun-fighting; night-lighting, fans for c ircultaion; 
easily cleaned (concrete or stone floor). 
parking to be informally provided to accom
modate restaurant/educatorium. (The facility 
is to respect the land unused by the green
houses, not cover it in asphalt.) 
Space for local vendors: Used seasonally. 
Potential vendors include local farmers, home
grown family businesses, the local Apple 
Orchard , and wineries. Facility foods are sold 
here and in the store. The facility as whole wm 
promote local businesses, not over-power 
them. This gathering ~pace is prog-ammed to 
promote 'community'. 
Foyer: Is lockable. A transition area to access 
the educatorium, restaurant. and store. M.E.P. 
for all public spaces will be found here 
(enclosed) as will some battery storage for 
saved energy. Roadways lead to this space. 
Approach: should be visible to people on 
approach with unique lighting. 

MG.3.19. Subspaces for 'Educatorium' 
Demo:-istratioh 

Room 

Meeting Room 

I-
<( 
a.. 
V) ->-
1-

General: programmed for the formal educa- > 
tion of adults/school-groups regarding aqua- U 
ponies and other food industries. Seminars 
here will con1ribute revenue - may be rented <( · 
by other groups. These are enclosed spaces M 
with operable room and table fighting/ ;:j 
passive and active air conditioning. Events 
coordinator in administration responsible for z 
this space - only occupied for scheduled 0 
meetings. Acoustic considerations to be 1-

made in carpeting, sound absorbing ceiling. a.. 
Reception: To receive groups. a::: 
Meeting room: Projection equipment/screen; U 
seats 49 people. V) 

Demonstration room: To demonstrate com- ~ 
mercial food production (aquaponics), etc. 
Requires aquaponic equipment at small scale ;: 
(tank, grow-bed, etc.). -
Restrooms: Designed per code requirements. ::: 
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1 
MG.3.20. Facffity Store Subspaces. 

Sales Floor 

General: The store promotes the facility's 
products/ create revenue/ encourage resi
dential aquaponic systems. Natural/ indirect 
lighting. Accessed from foyer. A closeable, 
outside space; passivley ventilated. 
Entry/ register: Open during scheduled hours. 
Product space: Equipment inculdes: move
able shelving; freezer for fish/slaughtered 
animals. Space is also to sale residential 
aquaponic equipment (pumps, pipes, liners. 
trays. bedding, etc.) . 
Storage: To store bulk equipment for sale, etc. 
Equip. Closet: For cleaning equipment. 
Views: should be to the greenhouse facility 
and toward the restaurant and educatorium. 

MG.3.21. Resta1.xantSubspaces. 

Seating Area 
. Dry StNage 

im..L-~~~~~~~~~ 
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General notes: To generate revenue and > 
promotes product sales; attracts all demo- ul
graphics of the community. Views from this 
space to face greenhouse and grounds. <( · 
Accessed from foyer. Multiple restaraunts -.:t' 
using facility produce may be created. ~ 
Entry/Reception: for staff and customers; 
open24hours. z 
Table seating: seats for 49 customers max. 0 
Serves food from aquaponics facility. primarily. 1-

Natural/artificial lighting. Covered area close- a.... 
able to outside. a::: 
Kitchen: Equipment: (2)refrigerators, (2) freez- U 
ers, (1) grill, {1) dishwasher, (3 sinks). Products V> 

arrive through foyer. No direct access from ~ 
greenhouse or distribution. 
Dry storage: Stores bulk items (plates. silver- >-
ware, to-go containers. etc.). dry foods. ~ 
Restrooms public: per code. _J 

Restroom (private): per code. U 
Closet: For cleaning equipment. <( 
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~ Aquaponic 
~ Greenhouse 

Ritual Slaughterhouse 

Admin. Office 

The industrial spaces of the fac c 
98 percent of programmed spa industrial 
entry, administrative offices, laboratories, 
maintenance center, ritual slaughterhouse, 
shipping, and industrial aquaponic green
house. They require vehicular, human, and 
product movement between spaces to 
operate. 'Product' here may refer to fruits and 
vegetables, live cattle or other animals, 
samples of slaughtered animals, bio
gas/mass, young plants/fish, or packaged 
food in general. These spaces should be 
stacked among 'public' spaces to promote 
business transparency. A central location of 
these spaces among the greenhouses allows 
greater accessibility for their various needs. 

I
~ 

Slaughterhouse Receives· Cattle and other ~ 
animals. animal feed from the industrial entrance. U 
Slaughterhouse Sends: (To greenhouse) Biomatter V) 

and bio-gas. (To shipping) Slaughtered animals ~ 
(To labs) Samples of animal/fecal matter. 
Shipping Receives: (From slaughterhouse) Slaugh- >
tered cattle and other animals. (From green- ~ 
house) Fruit. vegetables. fish to be sold. (From -' 
entrance) material for packaging products. U 
Shipping Sends: (To entrance) Products to be sold. <( 
labs Receive: (From entrance) New, adolescent u... 
plant/ fish species. (From greenhouse) Samples of 
plant/ fish species. (From slaughterhouse) Samples 
of slaughtered animal. other bio-matter. 
labs Send: Mature plant/fish species to green
house. 



MG.3.23. 'Industrial Entry' Subspaces. 

General: Commercial vehicles access facility 
from commercial roadway. Screened to 
protect the delicate (living) systems for food 
plants and visitors to the ritual slaughterhouse. 
Mostly used to help coordinate flow from 
shipping. Commercial trucks go to storage/ 
shipping through security foyer. 

Vehicle Cueing (unseaxed): For vehicles 
wanting to enter facility to pick up products. 

Security foyer. Office for security personnel 
screening vehicles and drivers. Used 24-7. 

MG.3.24. 'Administration' Subspaces. 

Offices I-
<( 
a.. 
V') ->-
I-

Administrative offices: The facility's brain. > 
I--

Reception: receives guests to ritual slaughter- U 
house and commercial clients. <( · 

'° Offices: management accounting and --: 
finance, distribution coordinator , events coor- <"> 
dinator. Needs desks, chairs, computers, z 
phones. A single shared space. Views to the o 
facility grounds and greenhouse. -

l-
o.. 

Conference room: Large round table, oper- -
able lighting, projection equipment/screen. ~ 

Vehicle Cueing (secured): Searched vehicles Break room: kitchenette, table, chairs. 
would wait here if docks at storage and 

V') 
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ystems Monitoring 
Office 

Facity Equipment Storage 

· MG.3.25. 'Maintenance' Subspaces. 

Maintenance: 
Facility's eyes and ears. Used 24 hours. 

Monitoring offices: This space is dedicated to 
monitors for all facility environmental systems. 
Able to control/adjust systems from here. 
Facility security cameras are monitored here. 
Able to communicate with all sections of 
greenhouse from here. Enclosed space, 
controlled lighting. 

Facility Equipment Storage: Contains repair 
tools, aquaponics equipment, etc. needed 
for maintaining greenhouse and fish tanks. 
Space for intrafacility vehicle. 

MG.3.26. 'Laboratory' Subspaces. J 
Equip. 
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Hatchery/ 
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Labs: (") 
In general, are enclosed spaces with o natural z 
lighting, only controlled lighting and environ- 0 mental controls to maintain optimum condi- _ 
tions for growth of fish or plants. ~ 

Germination Lab: for seedlings grown for later a::: 
placement in greenhouse. Experimentation U 
and crossbreeding studies done here.~ 
Enclosed space. Equipment includes germi- 0 nation tables; carefully controlled lighting and 
hvac. >-

I-

Hatchery /Nursery IT esting: Equipment inc ludes = 
tanks for fish of similar growth stages. Also used U 
to test safety of fish and slaughlered animals <( 
for distribution and health of animals in quar- u.. 
an tine. 



MG.3.27. 'Slaughterhouse' Subspaces. 

· , . .- I: Per Dr. Grandin's recomendation: 
non-slip flooring; even floor lighting -
day/artificial lighting. Curved spaces for 
herding. The pens. etc. will be integrated into 
the 'typical' greenhouse building for issue of 
time in this project - at ground level of a central 
space. 
1. Dock (receiving cattte/feeds): Cattle 
brought here from secured roadway entry. 
2. Quarantine Bay: For observation. and to 
calm animals for later integration to feed-lot. 
3. Food/water storage: Storage of 
foods/water for cattle. 
4. Feedlot (30 cattle max.) Animals live here. 
Overhead food/water dispensing to troughs. 
"Open" floor/gravity pooling for bio-wastes. 
Animals are walked to slaughter area. Cattle 
able to roam facility grounds within a barrier. 
5. Ritual slaughter aea: 
Dr. Grandin's equipment used for Halal/Kosher 
standards. This is a spiritual space. should be 
reflected in design. Space oriented to 
Mecca. Floor to be deluged/easily cleaned. 
6. Viewing area: For spirituality/education. 
7. Biomass/bio-gas storage: for plant nutrient. 
Pipe network connected to all greenhouses. 

ColdSt. 

__, __ ,.~ ~ 
~--,,,,.... a... 

V) ->-MG.3.28. Subspaces for 'Storage.' 1-

General notes: Totally sealed. with artificial > 
lighting. Chilled space with relatively high U 
carbon dioxide levels to help preserve foods. <( 
Concrete flooring. Accessed by trucks from · 
screening area. Adjacent to slaughterhouse «> 
and central !o greenhouses. ;;:j 
1. ln1ra-Oocking: 
For vehicles within the facility bringing goods z 
from the aqauponics greenhouses and ritual 0 
slaughterhouse to be shipped. ;::::: 
2 Cold storage: for storing harvested produce a... 
until prepared for shipping. ~ 
3. Cool storage: for storing harvested herbs U 
until time for shipping. V> 

4. Freezer storage: for storing slaughtered ~ 
(Halal/Kosher) cattle and fishes until shipped. 
5. Commercial Pack.aging. >-
6. Staging aea for shipping. 1-

7. Inter-Docking: ::: 
for trucks exporting foods to customers outside U 
facility. <( 

LL 



MG.3.29 .' Aquaponic Greenhouse' Subspaces. 

02 Acres (Sllface aea) of Fish Tcris 
(mostly subteraneal) 

10 Acres of Grow Area 
_J 

<( 

z 
<( 

_J 

<( 

...--
<( 
0... 

..._ ____ ~..,.. .................... ~"""4 ..... ~..,. ...... -.i!,.,.. ....... V) 

1. Grounds: re to be left zero-scoped and 
rom damage due to construction. 

-~· 8 to grow naturally in contrast to inerior 
of greenhouses. 
2. Approach: formally along boulevards for 
public and commercial groups. 
3. Monitoring stations: In each greenhouse, 
constantly checks environmental status of 
water and air conditions in facility. Reports to 
administration area. Can control entire green
house from these stations. 
4. Grow areas: These main spaces are (4) 
stories. Direct. diffused day-lighting and artifi
cial light. Waterftows through the space from 
fish tanks giving nutrients to plants. Various 
forms of the two most popular grow methods 
will be used: First. NFl" (Nutrient Film Tech
nique) in which plants sit in channels while 
water ftows past and nutrient is dripped in, and 
'Drip', or substrate method using a penite 
medium (from volcanic rock). 
5. Staging to cfistnbution/storage: 
An enclosed space. Foods transfered from 
here to distribution/storage area. Shelves for 
temp. stacking. Is cooled. Artifical light. 

of aquaponics facility. 1-2 sqtt. of grow beds ;::
can be supported with 10 gallons of water. In- ..
ground tanks prefered. Lights and heaters to > 
be designed in fish tanks. Most maintenance ;:: 
deals with this area. Fish must be fed and u 
some foods must be added while element <( 
levels and pH are checked and adjusted for · 
plants. Insulation is major issue for temp. ~ 
control and prevent evaporation. Must be C"') 
shaded to prevent algae contamination. z 
7. Mechanical space: needed for condition- 0 ing water and air spaces when passive means -
cannot. Lighting and operable paneling, etc .. ~ 
batteries storing energy from wind turbines -
and solar cells are here. ~ 
8. Truck inter-docking: product is taken from ~ 
this space to the distribution/storage area of w 
the facility. o 
General notes: Volumes will be large, clad>
ivarious membranes with operable opacities . ...
membranes to force passive circulation. Must _J 

be adaptable for needs of growing produce U 
and raising fish (groupings of tanks, grow 
areas, kinds of water). Equipment divided into ;I. 
smaller sections to prevent catastrophic failure 
of systems with back-up motors. etc. There is 
no set ratio of grow area to number of fish and 
of fish to volume of water. 



Kiby Peak Ranch (aquaponics} of Maiposa, 
California 1SO'xl00' (15,CXX> sqft.), Shows spatial 
organizations within facility. It is nearly half an 
acre (considered small). 

a. 36'><36' showcase I enfly Demonstrates 
different grow-methodologies also available 
to be sold. 
c. 36'x140' production area (drip irrigation) 
Accommodates long-term crops. Holds 1428 
tomoato plants. Produces 4G-50,CXX) lbs. of 
tomoatoes annualy. 
b. (4) 1,200 gal. tanks for commercial fish. Able 
to yield 2500 lbs. of fish annualy. 
d,e. 36'x96' NFT gow channels Float system 
similar to use by Aztecs 800 years ago. 
f. seed germination lab seeds are nurtured 
here in special tables with controled moisture, 
temperature and circulation until the plant 
can be introduced for cultivating. 
g. reseach and development 
i. aop sorting and packaging 
h. cool/ cold storage Walk-in space for leafy 
plants (cold) and one for tomatoes (cool). 

IMG.3.30.Kirby Peak Ranch Space Plan. 

St. Croix Waters Fishery: Danbuy, Wisconsin, 
170,CXX> sqft. Facility has 2.2 million gallons 
including (108) 8,500-gallon perch grow-out 
tanks, (84) 6,600-gallon bass grow-out tanks, 
(140) 500-gallon early rearing tanks and 
600,CXX) gallons in the water treatment area. It 
is a warehouse for raising fish. This kind of ~ 
system is one part of an aquaponic facility. z 
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Spaces are dark with minimal natural lighting LL 

and no other amenities. The huge tanks are 
densely packed. Accessible pipes important. 



The flexiplant geenhouse: a commercial to the perimeter foundation. Air flow through 
building system. "The FlexyPlant is an air and the structure is controlled by a patented . 
aluminum and/or steel frame supported system of fabric curtains that roll up between 
fa bric covered structure consisting of a ceiling the perimeter foundation and the tops of the 
and roof of woven polyolefin film forming a columns." 
pressurized air inflated pillow attached at its This system provides a low-cost quick and 
perimeter to an extruded aluminum frame easy to maintain structure for agricultural ~ 
which is supported by aluminum columns. The practices. Some systems ideas may be useful z 
ceiling is supported by polyester webbing if fragmented and adapted to the achitec- w 
straps spanning the width of the structure nxaly designed aquaponics faciity. o 
between the support columns. The top of w 
these columns are attached by webbing U 
stra s over the roof with each end attached w 
r-""liiiiiliiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiii;----~~~~~~IU;::;"'.;--;::;-c;:::~i::::::rr:~::::'i::::-::::-~~-,~ IMG.3.33.Flexiplant Greenijguse . ......._ 
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Laeken Brussels, Royal Park - Jardin d'Hiver: 
This is a large winter garden designed by Balat 
following new ideas that the glass houses may 
also be bell shaped with concave and 
convex forms. At the time this was contrary to 
popular belief regarding the design of such 
facilities for mass production. It is the focal 
point of the park - buBt in 1875--7 6. The high 
space is intended for large palm trees. It is 
constructed of steel and glass with 36 doric 
c oncrete columns. 25.64 meters high I 41.25 
meters 'Nida. The steel frame is seen from the 
outside as glass is applied to the outside on top 
and the inside of the frame on the lower levels. 
The park itself was made of 36 buildings with 
hot-houses, winter gardens, and orangeries, 
connected by glass corridors. The connected 
indoor spaces are almost one mile in lenQfh 
and covered almost five acres. lt was the nrst 
of its scope and scale built for the public. 

IMG.3.34. Photograph. · 
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Grimshaw Architecfs, and Mero, their UK 
offices, designed and constructed the Eden 
Project. It contains a large scale ecosystem 
within a closed envelope composed of a 
space frame and glazing without columns. 
enormous open volumes. views though mul
tiple spaces. This facility is also a tourist 
attraction and icon and has had an effect on 
the economy in its region of Great Britian. It 
addresses education regarding ecosystems; 
exhibits large varieties of plant-life for the 
public; and contributes as a research facility. 

This concept of a structure on the outside 
which frees-up the inside for programming is 
important for the aquaponic greenhouse. 



Renzo Piano's office: is constructed as a 
greenhouse with operable shading and 
louvre systems. It is constructed on the side of 
a htll. The office is designed with the intent of 
connectedness to the outside. The interior 
space is one open volume. Similar design 
ideas would be appropraite for the office and 
educatorium spaces of the aquaponics 
greenhouse facility. 

This demonstrates that a greenhouse can be 
appropriate for offices, etc. 

IMG.3.39,40,41. (right) Plan/ section/ detail. 
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Section IV: Spoce Summaies 
Chapter Contents 4.00 
Space Allocation 4.01 - 4.03 

Cost vs. Vdue 4.04- 4.0.S 
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Spaces Area (sq.ft.) 3 of Total Area Heights #Staff 
(65 total) 540,570sqft. total (57Total) 

Public Entrance 1200 .m 
Public Vendor Space 900 ( 150/6 units) open to above 
Foyer to Adjacencies 300 

Education 1500 .273 2 < 
Reception 150 lO'h 1 I-

Meeting Rm. 50 seats 1200 12' h 1 < 
Demonstration 150 lO'h 

0 

w Unisex Restroom I code TBD 0 
l? HVACRm. TBD w 

0 u.. 
w Facility Store 1500 .273 2 I-

(/) Sales Space 1250 lO'h 1 z 
- Extra Storage 100 l O'h < I 
I- Register 100 lO' h ::::> 

l? Equip. Closet 50 lO' h G 
z -

Restaurant 2150 .393 7 0 
0 Reception 100 lO'h 1 

..¢ 
_J 

<{ Table Seating (50 seats) 1500 lO'h 4 >-
Kitchen 300 lO' h 2 Q:: 

l? Dry Storage 200 lO'h < 
z Closet 50 lO' h ~ 
- ~ 0 Restrooms ~staff) TBD 
z Restrooms M/F) TBD ::::> 
- V) 

co w 
u 
< 
0.... 
V) 



Industrial Entrance 150 .023 2 
Vehicle Cueing TBD open above 
Security Screening Office 150 10' 2 
Sceened Vehicle TBD open above 
Cueing 

Administrative Offices lOCO .183 5 
Foyer 200 lO'h <{ 

Reception 150 lO'h I-

Management 300 lO'h 
<{ 

Accounting/Finance shared lO'h 0 

UJ Distribution shared lO'h 0 
0 Events Coordination shared lO'h w 
0 Meeting Rm. 200 lO'h LL 

UJ Break Rm. 150 lO'h I-

(/) Restrooms Unisex I code TBD z 
- <{ 
I 
)- Labs 1250 .393 4 ::::) 

0 Entry 50 lO' h 2 a 
z Germination 400 lO'h 2 N 

Hatchery 650 lO'h 0 
0 ..¢ 
...J Equip. Storage 150 
< >-

Facifrty Maintenance 1200 .223 lO' h 5 0:::: 

0 Env. Systems Monitoring 200 lO' h l 
<{ 

z Grounds Monitoring shared lO' h 1 ~ 
- ~ 0 Maintenance lOCO 3 
z Unisex Restrooms I code TBD ::::) 

- HVACRm. TBD 
(/) 

c:a w 

Storage I Distribution 3500 .653 lO'h 6 u 
Cold Storage 400 lO'h <{ 

Cool Storage 400 lO'h 
a_ 
(/) 

Freezer Storage 400 lO'h 
Equip. Storage 300 lO' h 
Staging/ Sorting Area 750 lO'h 3 
Packaging 500 lO' h 3 
Intra-facility Docking 250 lO'h 
Inter-facility Docking 500 
HVACRm. TBD 
Unisex Restroom I code 



Slaughterhouse (30 Animals) 900) 1.663 4 
Dock (Animal Imports) 500 15' h 1 
Quarantine Pens 1500 15' h 
Main Pen (Feedlot) 4500 15' h 2 
Food/Water Storage 1500 15' h 
Ritual Slaughter Area (2) 3CX) (600) 15' h 
Viewing Area 200 15' h 
Equip. Storage 200 15' h <( 

Bio-matter Storage TBD I-
<( 

Restroom (Unisex) TBD 0 HVACRm. TBD 
w 0 
(!) Aquaponic Greenhouse 522821 96.73 20 LU 

0 Foyer (Public/Industrial) 100 u.. 
w Rsh Tanks (02 acres) 87120 16.13 3' - 6'deep 5 I-

V) Grow Areas (10 acres) 435601 80.63 15' - 45' h 15 z 
- Inter-facility Docking TBD <( 
I 
f- Unisex Restroom I code TBD :::) 

(!) Mech. forTanks c 
C") z 0 

0 Public spaces comprise 1.153 of the total pro- Ther relationships to the rest of the facility are ~ 
_J grammed area. They are important but, it is not necessarily important though a central >-<( more important to focus on how they, and location forces visitors through the fadity. a:::: 
(!) the potential for more spaces like them, may <( 

z 'fit' into the context of the whole site. A The 'nonpublic' spaces have a 2.983 of the ~ - modular system of spaces would allow 'other total programmed area but are deemed ~ 0 businesses to come and ro a long as there more necessary than the public spaces for z :::) 

- were no negative effect o the product yield the greenhouse to function. Still, their design is V> 
a:l of the greenhouse. These percentages dem- less significant than the design of the green- LU 

onstrate their relative insignificance in terms of house itself. u 
quantity of space. As long as there is physi- <( 
cal. extra room, any number of additional res- The greenhouse is 96.73 of the total space. CL 

taurants, cotes, health food stores, coffee, V) 

book, smoothie shops and yoga studios may 
be added. These few spaces 'Wfitten into the 
program exist to acknowledge the need to 
attract more people to the facility than could 
be done by greenhouses alone. 
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An important issue for the fac ility is the signifi
cant reduction of land area versus that used 
for conventional farming methods. The foot
print of the proposed facifrty must be less than 
the conventional ten acres while s1riving to 
provide space for an equal number of plants 
and provide several other prorammed 
spaces. Stacking plants and spaces is the 
obvious solution. This is convenient when 
aquaponics does not require the earth to 
grow plants. The exaggeration of their being 
lifted off the ground will reinforce this idea. 
(see ch. 06} Assuming each bay consists of 
four stacked grow-floors and there are three 
bay conditions (for human walkways}within a 
building: end, center, and typical, it can be 
calculated how many plants may be grown 
within a building and therefore, the length of 
buildings, adhering to fire codes, and then 
number of buildings may be calculated. 
After determining the height of the green
houses (56' with a 1 O' ground floor, (3} 12' grow
floors. and ( 1 ) 1 O' top grow floor), shadows 
may also be calculated. Shadows ere a sig
nificant consideration because too much 
shadow on adjacent spaces will damage the 
product yeild. Space must be calculated to 
allow for a minimum shadow and healthy 
amounts of light for all p lants, all year. 
After many calculations it was determined a 
distance of f:IJ' between greenhouses will 
allow shadows to fall on adjacent buildings for 
a short time while maintaining a reasonable 
ratio of total plants to total area of influence, 
compared to conventional farming. While 
the greenhouses have marginally fewer plants 
per influenced area. the unit yield per plant is 
many times more than in conventional 
farming. 

Assumptions of conventional farming spaces: 
01 acre = 43.556 sq.ft. (208.7'x208.7') approx. 4500 'bush' plants 
l 0 acres= 435.557 sq.ft.(660"x660') approx. 45.lll> 'bush' plants 
ratio of plant to total sq.ft. = ( 4.508 : 43.556) .103 

Proposed Bay Conditions: A 5' wo!kwoy creoles the 
various boy condilions. Nol o a propoesd buikfings hove a 
'center' bay condition unless the length requres a central 
woikwoy per fre regulations. <( 

(30'1) typical: 448 pl; (301) center : 384 pl; 1-

(151) end: 128 pl <( 

Efficacy of various greenhouse lengths: 
(2) BAYS: ( l typ. 2 end conditions) 'bush' pants: 704 pl 
actual oreo: 51'wx60'1 = 3.060 sq.ft. 
ratio of pion! lo ocluol = (704 : 3.060) .230 
inftuenced area: l 11 'w x l 20·1 = 13,320 sq.ft. 
ratio of plant to inftuenced sq.ft. =(704: 13320) .053 

(3) BAYS: 12 typ. 2 end conditions) · busn' plants: 1.152 pl 
act.JOI: 5 l 'w x 90'1=4,590 sq.ft. 
ratio of plant to actual= ( 1.152: 4.590) .251 
influenced area: 11 J · x l 50' = 16.650 sq.ft. 
ratio of pion! to influenced sq.ft. =(l .152 :i6,650) .069 

(4)BAYS: (3typ,2endconditions) 'bush' plants: 1.600pl 
ocluol 51'wxl 20'1=6.120sq.tl. 
ratio of plant to actual = ( ! lf.YJ : 6, 120) .261 
inftuenced: 111' x 180' = 19.9!IDsq.fl. 
ratio of pion! to in fluenced sq.ft .= ( J .f:IXJ : 19980) .000 

(6) BAYS: (5 typ, 2 end conditions) 'bush' p:onls: 2496 pl 
och.iol: 51'wx 180'1=9, 180sq.ft. 
ratio of plant to actual= (2.496: 9. 18Cl) 2.72 
influenced: 1 J 1' x 240' = 26,640 sq.ft. 
ratio of pion! lo imfluenced sq.fl. = (2.496 : 26.640) .\R4 

(7) BAYS: (5 lyp. 2 end. l cenlrol cond.) ·tx..-sh' p!anls:2880pl 
octuol:5l'wx210'1= 10.710sq.tt. 
rof.o of pion! to actual= (2,880 : 10.710) .269 
influenced: 11 1' x 270' = 19,970 sq.ft. 
ratio of plant to imftuenced sq.ft. = 12.880: 29,970) .\R6 

(8) BAYS:(6 typ. 2 end. 1 central cond.) 'bush' p!onts:3,328pl 
actual: 5 l'w x 240'1 = 12.240 sq.it. 
ratio of plant to actual= (3.328 : 12.240) .272 
influenced area: 11 l ' x 300' = 33.300 sq.ft. 
ratio of plant to influenced sq.ft. = (3.328 : 33.300) .10 

(9) BAYS: (7 typ. 2 end. 1 central cond.) 'bush' plants: 3.776pl 
actual : 51' wx 270'1 = J3.770sq.ft. 
rolio of plant lo ocluol = (3.776 : 13.770) .274 
inftuenc ed area: 111 ' x 330' = 36,630 sq.ft 
ratio of plant to inftuenced sq.ft. = (3.776 : 36.630) .103 
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Costs of the facility are obviously a great deal 
higher, initially, when compared to conven
tional farming. Regardless of initial costs, the 
value of the facility's benefits is worth far more, 
especially over time. Consider this for: 

Conventional Farming: 
Cost of land 
Loss of natural environment 
Farm land wasted for the sake of accessibility 
Seeds or plants 
Time and labor to plant them 
Farming equipment 
Irrigation equipment 
Equipment maintenance 
Laborers to maintain crops 
Insect and animal invasions 
Pesticdes 
Water 
Loss of water to evaporation 
Loss of water to ground absorption 
dependence on sunshine 
Cost of cloudy days 
Cost of flooding 
Cost of drought 
Cost of hail 
Lost time to seasonal cycles 
Cost of additional fertilizers and tilling 
Cost of lost quality to premature picking 
Cost of packaging and shipping 
Loss to damages in shipping 
Cost of fuel for trucks and farming equipment 
What was the cost to the Florida tomato 
famine in 2004? 

Aquaponic Farming: 
Cost of land too 1 

Costs for an architect. contractor, materials, w 
time of construction ::> 
Cost of aquaponic equipment: grow trays, --1 

grow medium, piping systems, motors. horticul- ~ 
ture lights. etc. 
Young plants placed in shallow grow medium v) 
Value for a controlled environment > 
{no flood, hail, drought, insects or pests) V) 

No pesticides on food 1-

Recycling the same water V) 

Significant reduction of evaporation 0 
No loss to ground absorption U 
Direct feeding of plants, allowing plants to use --1 

energy for more than growing roots. <( 
Carbon dioxide (plant air) increased in i== 
enclosed environment. z 
Cost of fish 
Reduced additional nutrient/fertilizer for plants LO 
because of contributions made by fish. q 
Multiple yields of food made all year long. ~ 
yields come faster >
If constructed in urban areas there is a ~ 
reduction in transport time and costs therefore ~ 
food may be picked when rip, not before also, -< 
probability of damage is decreased ..:::: 
Public can pick their own foods :::> 
Cost of packaging and shipping V) 

Must be hand-picked by people w 
Value of quadrupling number of plants per~ 
actual sq. ft. CL 

Value of leaving some land within facility to V) 

grow naturally 

Ultimately aquaponics is a valuable alternative to raising food conventionaly because it does 
not have many of the costly problems that conventional farming faces. It uses o,ur resources of 
land and water far more efficiently and wisely uses the free energy that comes from the sun 
and wind. The initial building costs are moot point over time by the fact that a significantly 
greater amount of food is produced at higher quality with aquaponic greenhouses. 
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Section V: Context Reseach 
Chapter Contents 5.00 

A. Overview I Weather Statistics 5.01 
B. Context Synthesis 5.0'2 

(Goals/Objectices/Key Issues) 
C. Site Analysis 5.03- 5.04 

1. Sun Paths 5.03 
2 Wind Patterns 5.04 

D. Relevant Architeciu'al Precedents 5.o.5 - 5.C:H 
1. Idalou Apple Orchard 5.05 

2. The Biology Building 5.06 
3. Earthships of Taos 5.07 

4. Wind Farms 5.07 
5. University Aquaponics Facility 5.08 - 5JYI 

E. Local Industrial Precedents 5.10 
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Context Statement: A generic site around 
Lubbock provides the underground water 
source, flat topography, and uninterupted 
skies, necessary for optimal growth in an 
aquaponic greenhouse. 

(Latitude 33.57, Longitude -1O1.86) Lubbock 
has a semi-arid climate. Agriculture (cotton) 
and ranching have had significant inftuences 
in the development, culture, and economy of 
the region. Most foods here however are 
currently trucked into the region from other 
places. Lubbock is known as the 'Hub City' 
because of its relatively large population and 
amenities drawing people from nearby towns. 

A generic rather than specific site has been 
chosen for several reasons. 
One of the most important is that aquaponics 
and hydroponics in fact do not need the 
earth but must instead be oriented toward the > 
sky. As long as known sun angles and azimuth > 
can be calculated, and nothing blocks its w 
path, the site could be anywhere. > 
Second, choosing a specific site would need- ~ 
lessly over-complicate the design. The pro- > 
grammed spaces are at an extra-large scale 0 
and considerations for an aquaponic facility 
are complicated enough that throwing in ....J 

more variables from a specific site would only i 
serve as a distraction and waste of time. 
Also, none of the theories chosen for this 0 
design process require information from a (.'.) 
specific site. Choosing a region and assuming w 
its topography is flat is reasonable enough. ~ -q 

Lubbock Stats: Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual ll) 
Avg. Temp. 38.8 43.1 51.2 61.1 69.4 77.2 00.0 77.9 71.1 61.4 49.8 40.6 60.1 ~ 
Avg.MaxTemp. 52.9 57.6 66.0 75.4 83.1 90.0 91.9 89.6 82.9 74.7 63.2 54.1 73.5 ~ 
Avg. Min Temp. 24.6 28.6 36.4 46.7 55.8 64.3 68.0 66.2 59.4 48. l 36.5 27.2 46.8 <( 

Precipitation Qnches) 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.0 2.4 28 24 25 26 1.9 0.8 0.5 18.6 ~ 
Snowfall (inches) 2.4 2.8 1.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.1 1.8 9.9 ~ 
Wind Speed 12.0 13.2 14.7 14.7 14.2 13.6 11.4 10.1 10.5 11.2 11.7 11.8 12.4 f-

Clea Days 12.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 11.0 14.0 14.0 15.0 14.0 17.0 15.0 13.0 160 x w 
Partly Cloudy Days 6.0 7.0 9.0 9.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 10.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 102 f-

Cloudy Days 12.0 10.0 11.0 9 .0 9 .0 6.0 6.0 6.0 8.0 8.0 9 .0 11.0 103 ~ 
PercentofSunshine 65.0 66.0 73.0 74.0 71.0 76.0 77.0 76.0 71.0 75.0 69.0 65.0 720 u 
Relative Humidity 62.0 61.5 58.5 54.5 57.5 60.5 59.5 63.0 65.0 65.5 61.0 59.5 61.5 



Issue One: Enironmental Responsiveness 
Objective One: Resource Opportunists 
Goals: 
( l ) Create passive heating, cooling, and 
circulating systems by utilizing alternating pres
sure systems with operable louvres. heat 
conductive floor material and structure, and 
high-tech membrane, · 
(2J Photovoltaic and wind turbines oriented for 
maximum energy collection, 
3 Reduce and prevent evaporation, 
4 Collect and store percipitated water, 
5 Create microclimates for people / plants, 
6 Provide plant-life with uninterupted, direct 

and indirect sun-lighting or night-lighting. 
(7) Create exterior membranes in direct 
response to day-lighting for specific conditions 
at specific facades 
(8) Reduce the footprint of the greenhouses to 
reduce the impact on the land. 

Issue Two: Competition. 
Objective One: Improved site conditions 
versus conventional farming 
Goals: 
( l ) Set site boundaries and numbers of plants 
found in conventional farming as standard to 
design within. (ten acre site) (see ch.04) 
(2) Address issue of accessibility and percent
age of farmland lost to this. 
(3) Address loss of natural habitat to farming 
(regardless of how much open land we have 
in Lubbock) 
Objective Two: Find/create a buyers market 
Goals: 
( 1) Location, location, location in (remote) 
Lubock which draws regional visitors, has 
large student population, 
(2) A five hour drive in any direction from 
Lubbock may serve millions of people. 

Issue Three: Access 
Objective One: Site to be public/commercial 1 

approachable (communication} 
Goals: V") 

( 1) Combine elements communicating entry V") 

to both groups w 
(2)Movement and lighting of facility to attract ~ 
people to facility z 
(3) Create specific entries for public and >
commercial groups V> 

(4) Industrial signage as advertisment to public _J 

<( 

Objective Two: Sky Responsiveness :::::> 
Goals: ~ 
( l ) Rotating access to avoid b linding light w 
(2) Public required to drive through solar fields ~ 
at south of facility, have back to southerty 

0 direction. u 
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The sun chart indicates 80, and 33 degrees are ( e, s, w, top). Direct light may be acceptable U 
the most extreme peak sun angles. By year-round at the east; the south may be most 
understanding the time, angles and azimuth responsive to the extreme angles; the west 
the sun moves through year-round, mem- may reflec t the most light away. In doing so, 
branes are designed to respond to specific the energy from free light and heat offered by 
daylighting conditions in specific ways along the sun can be efficiently used. 
the four most commonly exposed facades 



The blue wind rose indiciates the direction and 
intensities of Lubbock winds for the six coolest 
months. The red-orange wind rose represent 
the six warmest. Wind is another free resource 
for energy and air conditioning which should 
be taken advantage of in daily activity within 

Winds are most intense from the sw during the 
winter months while warm winds are most 
common from the se. Penetrations in the 
membrane and entryways. for people may 
best be determined by using these charts. 

the greenhouses. 
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IMG.5.03. Cool and Warm Wind Roses 
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IMG.5.04, OS. Idalou Apple Orchard is north
east of Lubbock, 17 miles away. What is 
important about this precedent is the 
program - a facility which mass-produces a 
crop and allows the public to experience the 
processes of its production. The building is a 
wooden A-frame structure containing a 
kitchen, dining space, gift shop, offices, and 
storage for equipment to maintain the 
orchard. Festivals and the buffets attract the 
public while selling produce to a greater 
market. The large sign in front of the space 
along with the red roof make the facility visible 
from a distance. It is in isolated between 
towns and away from major roads but 
manages to attract people to the facility. 



IMG.5.06. 07, 08. The Biology building of the 
Texas Tech campus has a small greenhouse 
divided into 1wo bays for the purposes of 
student learning and research. The base of 
the building is brick while the north facade 
and roof structure is thin aluminum and glass 
paneling. A space heater. lights and water 
pipes hang in the space. The south side of the 
roof has operable paneling for exposure to 
the outside. 
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IMG.5.09, 10. (Below) are images of the 'Earth 
Ships' in Taos, NM. The community is off the 
city's elctric power grid utilizing photovoltaic, 
and wind turbine energies as well as grey 
water systems to feed plants and non-potable 
uses. The climate of Taos is similar to Lubbock's 
semi-arid climate. It is one of the communities 
that could be served by this aquaponics 
facility. 

IMG.5.11 . Wind is a r: \or resource in this 
region of Lubbock at 1 ...Jn help the fadlity's 
'off-the-grid,' autonomous, sustainability. 
These were found fJJ miles south of Lubbock. 
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,...-------------·-.--------------, ... .. .... --... · ·----
Texas Tech University has had an aquaponic heat conductive earff , . . . · · · contribute 
facility devoted to researching quantified to the passive warming o,r . ·. >c:'; · Different 
aquaponic data since 1994. The area is plant species are studied ce;: · : . 1. • ...eriphery, 
approximately 25"x200'. The entire facility is run most for their ability to fi lter~ · • .ler. Cattle 
by a 1/4 horsepower pump. Equipment wastes are added to the systerr1 10J1elp feed 
includes ( 15) above 9round fish tanks and (2) the plants. 
in-ground fish tanks 1n which food for fish is In an interview with Professor Fedler of the '~'iv' (I 
grown in half and fish living in the other. Pvc Engineering department at nu it was ~c;y· ·· 
piping runs through the facility :o aerate and mended that paths be placed in the rr~"'· 
circulate the water. Two fans are used at one and flanking edges of the facility leaving t~ 
end when the greenhouse gets too hot and a large_ sections for production - 'modular fJl9"- · ' 
door at the oti·..:'.' · ··"d prevents the green- duCfl~n units'. Also recommended is a l~• ·· 
house from fallin~ ; . · · itself. Structure is made o~: ·: ~ity to be profitable and to utffize bic>- ~ ~ 
of welded metat µpes and steel frames mojter ~m local feedlots. Space under the* 
burried three feet for stability. The envelope is faclii . .#lould be created to utilize cooler 
composed of two layers of plastic. A pipe is temperatures in the warm seasons and :r: 
placed between them. creating an enlarged warmer air in the cooler seasons. Rsh are fed U 
pillow for increased stability against wind and with extra nutrient but can survive from what is 0::: 

geriter i~ulation from the cold. No heaters grown in the facility. <( 
exist in :. ::.;mty. Day-long sunlight and heat 



Tanks in the ground are also recommended. 
This keeps the water insulated and the ability 
to create paths across tanks may be useful. 
Consideration must be made for reaching 
plants to pick produce, influencing the rela
tionship of transition paths to plant grow-beds. 



These images from Lubbock demonstrate 
some precedent of large, insudtrial buildings 
within the city's 'loop.' Form, scale, texture, 
shadow and even a cat-walk shown here 
give 'permission' for what might be considered 
in design of the aquaponic greenhouse. 
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Section VI: Design Documentation 
Chapter Contents 

A Design Development 
B.Design 

C. other Development 
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"Just finish it!" 
-lhe best advice given to me - from evefYOne. 
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Spring, 2004, for MOS l I had one of those 
professors that allows you, by comparison, to 
appreciate how great really great profes
sors are. Repeating the c ss was worth-while. 

IMG.6.01. My aloe plant. 'Plant.' 

At the end of Fall 2004, MOS l again, a final 
review was held to determine if my design 
intentions were reasonable enough to 
proceed to the next semester. What was 
presented was not a building but ideas from ~ 
which I would go about designing a building. w 
While I felt I had done what I needed to do for ~ 
myself, presenting no building intentions to a a_ 

committee formed to grant me - or not - a o 
degree in ARCHITECTURE was a stupid thing. _J 

The review was embarassin~ but a lot of good ~ 
cam from it. It was decided that e site w 
chos n would be taken out oft ect and 0 
a h theticaL general sit · bock would 
be ed. This would more focus for z 
the etical and foci· evelopment. The site (.'.) 
ha nothing to d the theories or the way v; 
th acility oper anyway. I still believe I was L.LJ 

in better R on than other students who O 
presen dings but d id not demonstrate N 

w the s were generated. None-the-~ 
riately abused, I was continued to 

The only concept from that first review, 
integrated into the final project, was the 
analogy between the parts of the 'building' to 
a plant: container - building; body - grow 
systems; root - tank system. 
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Organization of the facility and stacked 
spaces depends on the ability of sunlight to 
reach all plants with minimum shadows for a 
short time. Water from underground sources 
must also reach all greenhouse with as simple 
pipe network if possible. 

IMG.6.06.07. Diagram sketch of a tree-scraper 
and an early concept for the facility organiza
tion. Here. grow-spaces. resembling pick-up
sticks. created continuous looping conne~
tions while seven tank regions were stems for d 
network pipes for nutrient water. 
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-- -__ ___. 

!
topJ an.rlfflp~nd,.QW. 
bottom e lett\..J~J~ grew-trays. 
bottom) grow-corridor section. 
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• 
At the mid-semester quarlfying review, I pre; ' 
sented three..im'1€Jes fhvo here) and man ~ 
hand sketches. 1 qemonstrated how my cor~ 
concepts of maximizing SlX'l-fight pod divort- ~ 
'ing the sp0ces from the earth would begif1 w 
take form within a si~ Rav· The sketci'JeS ~ 

-~-~t shown)~ t-work anq evdh a... 
· tion so'ki'~"'~~were-stilf o 

:--=-=~~"';":~~ being developed. __J 

w 

-=-. 

Structure systems would be steel, made of ~ 
composite or 'hollow' columns and beams. 0 
Acors would be made of transparent struc
tural membranes and be supported by ten- Z 
sioned cables, attached to cross {tube-steel) l? 
structure. Grow tray reservoirs would sit ;;; 
between circulation spaces. The north wall w 
membrane, made of layers of slats, demon- O 
strate thought about perceived and phenom- -o 
enal transparency. ~ 
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IMG.6.13, 14. Spaces at every scale were Greenhouses are rotated (22.5) degrees to 
developed through shadow studies determin- deflect some light during the hottest times of 
ing relationships of one building or grow-tray to the year. 
another. Too much shadow cast on any 
plants would yeild lesser products. Too much 
sun could stress plants and potentially kill m. 
The sun is the only dynamic and u 
lable factor. Wilhout the su 
facility would not be ooSS!t:l~ 
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IMG.6.15. Interior section and shadow study. 
Interior paths and gr~w-trays need to be 
aligned to allow direct light to fall on part of 
every plant. These shadows are cast by the 
sun at the highest angles throughout the year. 
Exterior membranes enveloping the space will 
diffuse light evenly. Grow-lights may be used 
as supplemental day-lighting but are used for 
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@r~ ·on of~ qnd c!oud co~o_,ns. 
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IMG.6.16,.17. Space diagrams. 
Each greenhouse is composed of three basic , 
types of space: green - grow space; yellow -
circulation; blue - water tanks at ground level; 
brown - envelope. 

Plants in grow-trays create nuanced articula
tions of architectural spaces. As plants grow, 
die or are replaced, the space changes. Also, 
as rows of grow-trays are removed or other 
public spaces are added, new voids may be 
scultped inside. z 
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Industrial Access 
(Greenhouse) 

IMG.6.18. Site Plan. The greenhouses are 
shown sitting roughly on a ten-acre site. The 
complex would grow out along the access 
roads first and then fill in the 'square.' Sixty foot 
spaces between greenhouses are zero
scaped, left to grow as they will, in contrast to 
the interior spaces. The space prevents 
significant shadows from falling on other 

Sun-flower Field may be any
where around the grow-site. 
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fl - . 

IMG.6.20. Public Approach. 

IMG.6.19 .Transparency Theory Diagrams. 
Facility elevation vs. actual organization at 
'public' approach. The facility spaces are diffi
cult to read until peope move through them, 
requiring several assumptions and reevalua
tions. 
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IMG.6.21. Tree Houses and Wind Turbines. 
Trees lining the boulevards of public and 
commercial access would also be a part 
of the aquaponic system. They would be 
contained in their own controllable envi
ronment to produce fruits. etc. while 
nutrient could be given to them from a 
system of pipes from other greenhouses. 
The tree would also be held up, disen
gaged from the earth, exposing their 
root systems to collect nutrient. 

Wind turbines are designed at the center 
of the entire facility to pull water from 
ground sources for d istribution among 
the greenhouses. They also collect 
energy for the facility. The rotating 
turbine fins. elevated above the green
houses, will help attract attention to the 
facility. 
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Feilds of sun-flowers would provide power for 
the facility. At night or in cloudy conditions the 
flower would remain closed. During the day, 
the flower would open and rotate to track the 
sun's azimuth and angle. 

IMG.6.23. (Photovoltaic) Sun-Flowers. 
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IMG.6.22. (Photovoltaic) Sun-Rowers. M -These cells are designed away from the ..0 
building to prevent blocking sunlight to the ::r: 
plants. They would be placed any where u 
significant shadows would not be cast upon a::: 
their petals. <( 
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IMG.624, 25. Bridges. '() 
The design for the facility bridges is similar to the I 
rest of the facility in that the structure is a u 
composite of steel C members while translu- ~ 
cent or transparent membranes cover the -< 
floor and guardrails. Cables serve to support w 
the floor. The bridge also hangs from cables ~ 
allowing it to move with any changes in the ~ 
building foundation and freeing-up space 1-

below. At each end of the bridge are sealed x 
doors to help maintain control of the interior w 
environment. Bridges provide circulation from~ 
one building to another more conveniently as 

0 well as a means to connect water and 
electric systems between greenhouses. U 



IMG.6.26. Cut-away Axo of greenhouse. 
bridge. elevator and stair. 
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06 Bay Composite Plan 

a o o o o _.. D 0 D :1 o a a 

1 \l 
Grow-Floors 01 thru 04 

IMG.6.27. Composite Plans. 
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IMG.6.28. Foundation/Fish tanks. (see pg 6.18) 
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l . Fish tanks: decorative or food fish live here. ...-2. Chase tank: contains equipment to circulate /light the fish tank. >< 
3. Fecal sludge tanks: Bio-matter from fish tanks (and animal holding pens) is collected here. uJ 
4. Bacteria Tanks (4): Bacteria here convert nutrients from the fecal tanks for use by the plants. ~; 
It is filled with stones on which the bacteria live. Having four tanks allows nutrient to be altered ..<'.) 
for the needs of d ifferent ages or kinds of plants within four quadrants of the greenhouse. C) 
5. Duckweed (fitering) tank: Water is brought back here to allow any missed nutrient to be <. 
collected by duckweed which serves as food for the fish. Nutrient for one is toxic to the other. 

IMG.6.29. Foundation/Rsh tanks (close). ] --------



IMG.6.30. Water I Ar Crculotion Pipes. 
Without the careful distribution of water, the , 
facility could not survive. The entire system is 
split into four sections (ne, nw, se, sw) to 
accommodate the nutritional needs for four 
different kinds or ages of plants within the 
same greenhouse. (see pg. 6.20, .21) 
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IMG.6.31. Ar Circulation. 
Air is circulated using subteranean pipe 
systems that pull warm air from the green
house through the relatively cooler earth. The 
reverse may also be true, using the system to 
heat the space if necessary. This system 
operates using a small fan powered by a small 
solar cell and battery. This is a low-tech and 
eco-friendly alternative to conventional A/C. 

In the center of the fish tanks is an chase 
space which houses motors and pipes used in 
circuating and aerating tank water. This 
allows fish to breath and swim against a 
current while bio-matter falls to the bottom. 
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IMG.6.32. Water Circulation. 

water and b10-matter are pu ed from the iisi1 
tank and taken to a fecal collection tank so 
that water flowing by may take with it a large 
amount of nutrient. 

Nutrient rich water is pushed through a 
network of pipes to the plants. The building is 
dMded into four quadrants by the pipes to 
divide plants with various needs. These pipes 
travel within the composite interior structure. 
They end at the grow tanks. 

Sensor-released from the grow tanks, water 
flows down a final system of pipes to the 
duckweed tank before being reintroduced to 
the fish tanks. 
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IMG.6.33. Structures: Interior and Exterior. 
The two structural systems are designed 
distinctively from each other but act as a 
single system against lateral (wind) forces at 
the north and south facades. 

.. 
The interior is also made of a composited, 
hollow systems that allows the network of 
pipes and electrical conduits to pass through 
the bays. 
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IMG.6.34. Structural Diagrams. 
~il Rigid Connection (interior) 

Rigid Connection (exterior) 

Pivot Connection (secondary) 

e Pivot Connection (primary) 

• Rigid Connection (at base) 
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IMG.6.35. Grow Trays I Paths. 
The interior ~row-space plan consists of four 
stacked stones, five rows of circulation paths 
and four rows of grow trays. They are elevated 
off the ground to exaggerate the concept 
that the ea1h does to have to be engaged 
with this growing method. 
Plants are arranged for typical conventional 
distances to privide space for root and 

. . .. canopies to grow. The dark spaces represent 

- - -- ~~:·:~:==~~::~== =-- ~~eng~ ~~~~~~ ~7 ~~~;~[- mem-
-~::= =::.:-:~======~~--= = -- ·.·.. . branes. They may be clear or translucent, ·-.. · -':~:=:~:&::-::;:=:-... ·-= ==:-. directing light to be more evenly d ispersed 
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Human accessibility issues cause a significant 0 
loss of land which could potentially be used for U 
anything else. Here, the stacked spaces allow 
four times the plants to be accessible along 
the same footprint area for access. 
Tube steel, connected to the interior structure, 
supports the heavy grow trays and anchors ' 
the tensioned cables supporting the floor. 



IMG.6.36. Sealed Envelope. 
lhe buidings are sealed within an insulated and 
structural membrane to confrol the envi'onment 
and content of the or needed inside. 1he 
membrane is held by a seies of steel dps and 
attached to a rigid frame to prevent significant 
flexing. If it were to flex. using a populcr tensioned 
cable system, the risk of hitting the interia structtxe 
is too probable when considering Lubbock 
winds. 
Along the exteria structue are lolMes which 
O'OW for controlled or flow though the mem
bane. 
Fritting f'l 0) be appfied to the membrane fcr 
-..o "Y o..JveThl1g and interia shading. z 
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IMG.6.37. Entry I Egress. (see pg. 6.27.) 
All (ingress/egress) stairs and elevators are 
found at the northern facade of the green
houses to prevent shadow casting. They 
maintain the same theoretical design rules 
using multiple members which are ambigu
ously connected. Because they are needed 
to protect people in case of emergency 
egress. they are designed separately from the 
building with a rigid construction and larger 
cross beams. Any egress requirements or 
physical requirements of a fire rated, translu
cent membrane can be met here. 
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IMG.6.40. Membranes. (see pg. 6.'29, .30) 
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The facade membranes are desiQned for 
particular purposes due to their onentation 
relative to the sun to maximize day-light and 
prevent unwanted heat gain. 

The fins of the western facade are angled to 
reflect some sunright into the building next to it 
while protecting its own plants in shadow. The 
sun would only reach this side of the building 
directly during the hottest time of the year. 

The northern facade reflects light back into 
the greenhouse that might otherwise pass 
ttYou~h . The membrane is made of two layers 
of honzontal slats. creating a wave-like illusion z 
that changes as people move along the '-' 
building. Sections of this membrane are subtly ;:;; 
removed to allow different and unexpected w 
views into and out of the buildings. . O 

0 
Design of the southern membrane is inspired ~ 
by a Peter Zumthor detail. The overlapping 
membranes are translucent, throwing sunfi~ht :r: 
to the back of the greenhouse and protecting U 
plants from concentrated heat. The overlap- ~ 
ping and irregular shapes create a 'veiny' w 
finish, connoting the plant-fife inside. This (/) 
facade, especially, creates a pocket of or w 
between it and the sealed membrane allow- ~ 
ing ai" to pass through with the effect of 1-

coofing the facade. GS 
I-

The eastern· facade has no adartional mem- z 
brane to allow morning and reflected fight 0 
from adjacent buildings to enter. u 
Every greenhouse would have nuanced 
changes in the arrangement of panels and 
gaps to allow for subtly different experiences in 
each space. 
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IMG.6.46. Struc; mnbase. ,,, 
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The final review deemed this project success
ful as a thesis - rooted in environmental design 
and the simple idea of adapting space from 
the ancient glasshouse to contemporary 
needs of and for people. I also deem this 
successful and, in my mind, this thesis validates 
the importance of architecture as a discipline 
contributing to both culture and the way 
other industries and disciplines work. Space is 
the language of architects. 

In my own view, it is unapologetically human, 
in very large scale, made of steel and high
tech membranes, created to serve people in 
a fundamental way. Aquaponic green
houses are unique as a facility type anyway, 
but the architectural design of this one, 
emphasizing the importance of our food 
sources, makes it compelling as a place for 
people too. It is designed in direct response to 
the sun, the only uncontrollable variable in 
growing, and is responsible in its consideration 
for passive circulation systems and general 
respect for resources and the Earth. I feel it is 
representative of a hopeful and responsible 
future, touching on social and environmental 
issues. I feel it has 'icon' potential if ever built. 

There is also potential for further exploration. 
How might the facility be adapted to the sides 
of skyscrapers for urban farming? How might 
the design be developed if more attention 
were given to water instead of sunlight - as an 
energy source and design variable? The 
facility might be built over a river or waterfall. 
How would the facility change if other kinds of 
plants were grown here, like lettuce or 
seaweed? 

Thank you to you who have read this. In the 
end I think this as been personally worth while 
and I am proud of it. 

Aaron J. Briggs 
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